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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

The world of sports has gone through some remarkable changes over the past

couple of decades; many sports teams have developed into full-fledged businesses

and can today be traded on the stock exchange and have annual turnovers of

several million dollars. The teams themselves have together with the media1

industry lead the development from sports as merely entertainment into an

entertainment industry; with this development, the question of whether

competition laws should apply also to sports has become inevitable. This problem

has materialized on several occasions recently, among the better known is the EC

Bosman case.

The increased interdependence between media and sport, which in an increasing

number of instances has lead to integration between the media and sports industry

further highlights the problem. Should one see to the potential anti-competitive

implications which may lie in this integration or should the industries be allowed

to form these kind of bonds.

When looking at the development in various countries differing approaches to the

problem can be seen, for example in Italy and France these ownership structures

have been allowed while Great Britain has taken a more restrictive approach. On

the other side of the Atlantic in the U.S. there are sports teams controlled by media

corporations; as well as some statutory exceptions from the antitrust laws enacted

specifically for the sports industry.2

                                                       
1 In this paper the media industry will be used as including TV-networks, radio, newspapers,
magazines, movies, music as well as more novel areas such as cable, satellite and Internet. Mass
media will be used as a synonym to media. When I use the term broadcasting industry I will mainly
be referring to TV-broadcasts in various forms including terrestrial, satellite and cable, and not
radio or Internet unless otherwise specified.
2 The legislation that I will refer to is in America but three of the leagues I will deal with actually
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1.2 Problem Formulation

Is vertical integration between the media industry and the sports industry subject

to the competition laws? If that is the case, should this kind of integration be

permissible – if not – should it be impermissible in full or to what extent?

1.3 Purpose

The purpose of the paper is to ascertain how the integration between the media

industry and the sports industry should be handled. The integration will be

analyzed, often I will use the example of BSkyB’s attempted takeover of Premier

League club Manchester United. The analysis will not only make conclusions

applicable to that case, but the aim is to make the conclusions generally applicable

in such situations. The purpose is also to give adequate background information

on the media industry and the sports industry to be able to understand the situation

in the specific industries. I also strive to study the different approaches to the anti-

competitive implications of the media control over sports, I will make some

comparisons to ascertain what possible pros and cons with different approaches

are. The thought is that the paper should present the problem in full, in order for it

to feel as if the paper is complete there will be a section briefly discussing the

different approaches that possibly could solve the problem. Therefore I will make

some comparisons to the American system and explain why it has been successful

in the U.S., as well as why it would be inapplicable in the EU. The worldwide

media market will be introduced in order to enable the understanding that this is

not only a national problem, but it is a worldwide problem.

                                                                                                                                                                  
have franchises outside the U.S., in Canada. That is however, of less importance since the media
conglomerates, sports teams and legislation of interest are in the U.S.
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1.4 Description and Approach

In presenting the problem, I will first give an accurate picture of the media

industry and the power structures within the industry; this is done in order to

visualize the immense power the media industry has today. In doing this I will also

study the ”merger-mania” which has plagued the industry lately and lead to

increased concentration of power and vertical integration.3 I will then move on to

the sports industry and briefly study the commercialization of it. Following that I

will continue with a description of the interdependence between the media and the

sports industry. I will look specifically on France, Italy, Great Britain, Sweden and

the United States. The focus will be on Great Britain, since the vertical merger

transaction occurring there is rather recent, and well-suited for the analysis.

Sweden has been included because of the recent events there in the field of media

integration of athletic teams and the familiarity I have with Sweden. The United

States will not be covered in that much detail; the section is included in order to

visualize the different situation for sports on the American market. The differences

between Europe and the U.S. will also be briefly analyzed, to ascertain why the

American approach is inapplicable in Europe. Furthermore the merger rules of the

EU will be briefly presented.

For each country I will look at how they decided to regulate this issue(or in some

instances how they chosen not to regulate it.)4 The different countries have chosen

slightly differing approaches to vertical integration between media and sports. In

the analysis, I will look at whether there is any reason to treat these vertical

integration issues differently from regular occurrences of vertical integration in

other industries.

                                                       
3 Vertical integration is the common ownership of enterprises at different levels in the product and
supply chain. I have choose to use vertical integration in a broader sense then some people prefer, I
use it as covering both upstream and downstream integration.
4 Since the news hit so recently in Sweden there has been no response whatsoever, so no
regulations in response to this have yet come thus it cannot be covered here.
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1.5 Limitations

I will mainly look at the countries mentioned supra. This is for several reasons,

one is that they represent differing approaches to this problem. Another is that

they are all, except for Sweden, rather large countries where sports broadcasting is

an important part of the broadcasting industry, and last but not least there are some

interesting occurrences of vertical integration between the sports and media

industry in these countries. Continuing, the focus will be on the integration of the

media and sports industry, not looking as much on other aspects of vertical

integration by the media industry. The broadcasting aspects of the media industry

will be emphasized. It does not mean that I will ignore the effects on the club level

or for the consumers but, it is not the main focus of the paper. Further, I will limit

myself to discuss the vertical integration matters, leaving any horizontal

integration problems behind.

When it comes to the media sector, I will not cover issues of freedom of speech

and pluralism, both of which have been the cause of special legislation and certain

exceptions for the media industry. These issues mainly concern news related

media; hence they are of secondary importance to this paper. I have assumed that

the readers of this paper are familiar with competition law; knowledge of sports

may be helpful but should not be a necessary prerequisite to fully comprehend the

paper, although it may make it more enjoyable. Some acquaintance with the media

sector may also add to the enjoyment of the reading of this paper but is by no

means imperative.
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1.6 Disposition

The first chapter will be the introduction to the problem and some of the

limitations that will be put on this essay. In chapter two, the media industry and

the concentration of power within it will be presented, the third chapter will

continue with the sports industry and briefly outline the commercialization of that

industry. The fourth part will look at the integration between the media and sports

industry, first in general, then continuing with the U.S and moving on to the

European countries. In the fifth chapter the European Union responses in matters

relating to sports will be presented. In chapter six the analysis will begin and I will

look closer at what the anti-competitive dangers are and how it is specifically

problematic concerning sports and media. Chapter seven will include the

concluding remarks and a brief summary on important aspects in the paper.

1.7 Method

I have presented the media and sports industry in order to give an accurate picture

of the development of power structures in these two industries. With this

background information, I have analyzed the potential for anti-competitive effects

if vertical integration is allowed. In order to do this, I have studied legal doctrine,

case law, legislation and regular newspapers.
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2. The Media Industry

2.1 Market Dominance in the Media Industry

The mass media has grown increasingly powerful and influential during the past

decades, already in 1983 Ben Bagdikian wrote the first edition of his landmark

piece The Media Monopoly where he claimed that approximately fifty

corporations controlled the mass media in America.5 In the sixth edition of The

Media Monopoly, in 2000, Bagdikian claims that in the time between the first

edition and the sixth edition the number of corporations controlling the media

industry has decreased to about twenty.6 This trend was further highlighted in the

Senate hearings concerning the CBS-Viacom merger in 1999, where the consensus

appeared to be that today fewer than ten media conglomerates, Time/Warner,

News Corp, Viacom, Sony, Disney, Seagram, AT&T/Liberty, GE and

Bertelsmann, control the majority of the media landscape.7 The market

concentration has increased almost uncontrollably leaving the remaining huge

conglomerates with enormous power over news, music, and movies and now also

expanding into the world of sports.

The picture Bagdikian paints in his work is not only true for American mass

media but also represents an accurate picture of the mass media landscape in

Europe today. There is a little bit more diversity8 because of the long tradition of

state-controlled media in Europe, but with the deregulation of the media industry

the same companies that dominate the U.S. market have moved in as the market

                                                       
5 Bagdikian Ben H., The Media Monopoly (2000) at 4.
6 Id.
7 The Viacom/CBS merger: Media Competition and Consolidation in the New Millennium:
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monopolies and Business Rights of the Senate
(1999), partially reproduced in Waterman David, CBS-Viacom and the Effects of Media Mergers:
An Economic Perspective, Federal Communications Law Journal, 532 (2000). and on
www.ftc.gov.
8 Diversity in the way that there are more companies active on the European market since almost
all European countries still have some kind of public access television and radio, still being a
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leaders in Europe too.9 At present, Bertelsmann is the only European media

conglomerate able to compete with the biggest media companies. French

advertising company Havas are also trying to follow, but at present they are too

small to be counted as one of the truly big powers on the worldwide media

market, they basically only have a strong position on the French market. Although

they are trying to expand in to other European markets.10

In this chapter, I will give a brief overview of some of the bigger mergers in the

media industry and the motivations behind these deals. I will present what sort of

sports holdings these conglomerates have and in what country they control

different teams. The situation in the respective countries with broadcasting rights

and legislation will be presented infra, in the part describing the specific countries.

2.2 Media Mergers

The media industry has lately been characterized by a number of large mergers and

acquisitions, which have increased the market concentration. As a result of these

transactions there has been both horizontal and vertical integration.11 Not many, if

any, economists would consider vertical integration in itself as anti-competitive.

Instead, many economists consider it as a way to achieve efficiency and synergy

effects, which can be seen as pro-competitive. To illustrate the increased

integration in the media industry I will provide information on some of the more

significant mergers and acquisitions.

                                                                                                                                                                  
strong competitor on its national market.
9 Although often through European subsidiaries for example like News Corp. through their
British subsidiary BSkyB.
10 Havas is approximately half the size of Bertelsmann, the only European media conglomerate
among the ten biggest media companies in the world.  See Carlsson Ulla, Bucht Catarina & Facht
Ulrika, MedieSverige 1999/2000 Statistik och Analys, Nordicom 1999 at 64 & Bagdikian note 5 at
21, 24.
11 The anti-competitive dangers of horizontal integration are quite uncontroversial and are what
competition authorities are mainly concerned with when it comes to mergers and acquisitions.
Consequently, those effects will mainly be ignored during the remainder of the paper since the
anti-competitive implications from this are well-nigh undisputed.
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Here is the list of the 15 biggest media mergers and acquisitions, in asset value:12

Value Year

1. Time Warner-AOL’s merger $180 billion 2000

2. Merger between Viacom and CBS $37,3 billion 1999

3. Disney’s acquisition of Capital Cities/ABC $18,28 billion 1995

4. Merger between Time and Warner $15,1 billion 1990

5. News Corp. acquires New World Comm. $10,8 billion 1996

5. Seagram purchases PolyGram $10,4 billion 1998

6. Viacom purchases Paramount  $9,47 billion 1995

7. Time Warner acquires Turner Broadcasting $9,1 billion 1996

8. Viacom acquires Blockbuster $8,49 billion 1995

9. Matshushita acquires MCA $6,9 billion 1991

10. Clear Channel Comm. Acquires Jacor $6,35 billion 1999

11. General Electric acquires RCA $6,4 billion 1986

12. Seagram acquires MCA $5,7 billion 1995

13. Westinghouse’s acquisition of CBS $5,4 billion 1995

14. Westinghouse/CBS acquisition of Infinitty $4,9 billion 1996

15. Capital Cities and ABC merge $3,5 billion 1986

As can be seen from the list, American companies dominate in media mergers.

The non-American companies among the top 15 media mergers are News Corp,

PolyGram, Matshushita and Seagram. It is also evident that something happened

mid-way through the 90s, twelve out of the top fifteen mergers and acquisitions

                                                       
12 The information has been complied from a variety of sources, see
http://cnnfn.com/1999/09/07/deals/media_mergers/,  Bagdikian supra note 5, Roberts Johnnie L.,
The Men Behind the Megadeals, Newsweek, Aug 14, 1995, at 22, Boroughs Don L., McGraw Dan
& Whitelaw Kevin, Disney’s All Smiles: Michael Eisner Puts the Powerful Mack Kingdom on Top
of Entertainment World with His Blockbuster Purchase of ABC, U.S. News & World Report, Aug.
14 1995 at 32, Mulligan Thomas S., Company Town Turner – Time Warner Merger Approved by
Shareholder’s Media: Management Says it Will Now Turn its Attention to Trimming Costs and
Raising Ratings and Subscriptions, L.A. Times, Oct 11, 1996 at D1, 12 Pelline Jeff, Time Warner
Closes Deal For Turner Buyout: Would Create Largest Media Company, San Francisco Chronicle,
Sept. 23, 1995 at A1, Waterman David, CBS-Viacom and the Effects of Media Mergers: An
economic Perspective, Federal Communications Law Journal, May 2000 at 532,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/business/newsid_597000/597169.stm  – AOL - Time Warner
confirm merger, http://www.cep.org/megamergers.html and
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occurred 1995 or later. One reason is the abandonment of the rules limiting

ownership of media holdings, this was in 1995. Another contributing reason is the

fact that in order to survive the small and medium sized companies were often put

in the situation where they have to chose between either expanding through

mergers and acquisitions or to be acquired.

The companies on the list of the biggest mergers and acquisitions are to a large

extent the same companies that are the dominant media conglomerates in the

world. In order to make it clear what size the biggest companies are, I included a

little table displaying the ten biggest media conglomerates in the world, and a

couple of smaller media companies that will be of interest further on in the paper,

all numbers are in billion $..13

Company Total Revenue Media Revenue Country

AOL/Time Warner 31,6 31,6 United States

Disney 23,4 23,4 United States

Viacom 19,6 19,6 United States

News Corp. 13,6 13,6 Australia

Bertelsmann 16,4 12,6 Germany

Sony 52,1 10,4 Japan

General Electric 107,4 9,3 United States

AT&T/Liberty 53,4 7,5 United States

Seagram 12,3 7,4 Canada

TCI n/a 7,2 United States

Havas 6,5 6,5 France

Mediaset n/a 1,8 Italy

MTG 2 0,5 Sweden

The list of mergers and acquisition seen together with the list of the biggest media

companies makes it quite apparent that the American companies dominate the

market. Out of the ten biggest six are from the United States. The French

                                                                                                                                                                  
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/business/DailyNews/cbs_viacom_chronology_990907.html
13 The list is complied from, see Carlsson supra footnote 10 and Bagidkian supra note 5.
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company, Havas, is the second biggest European media conglomerate, but it still

does not make the top ten in the world. The picture in Europe is also interesting,

the media landscape is a bit more diversified because of language barriers, a long

tradition of state controlled media and complicated regulations. Among the 25

biggest media firms in Europe eight are from Great Britain, seven from Germany,

four from France, two each from the Netherlands and Italy and one each from

Sweden and Luxembourg. 14

Looking at the worldwide media conglomerates, they all have enormous holdings

in various media sectors. What distinguishes the top nine from the rest are that

they have holdings in virtually all media sectors. The smaller companies make up

a kind of second tier, that often specialize either by focusing on a couple of media

sectors or by being present in less countries. It has become increasingly difficult

for the specialized companies to survive, for example shortly after PolyGram was

acquired the last of the big music companies that had been unaffiliated, EMI, was

acquired by Time Warner.15 The integration makes it hard for the specialized

companies to survive on their own.

Not all of the big companies control sports teams, here will some of the ones that

do be presented. News Corp. holds some sports assets, the same goes for Havas,

Mediaset and MTG. Their holdings will be presented supra, in the chapter

concerning the specific countries, that is Havas will be presented under France.

Among the big media conglomerates, Disney is the second largest, behind

AOL/Time Warner, based on revenue The company controls a wide variety of

media assets, among the important are ABC,16 the Disney Theme Parks, the

                                                       
14 The Swedish company is not MTG, it is Bonnier on 21st place. Behind Bertelsmann and Havas;
ARD, Lagardère, BBC and Reuters are in all about the same size, then there is a gap down to the
companies following. See supra note 10.
15 http://www.findarticles.com/cf_0/m1312/13_378/62360758/print.jhtml.
16 In the U.S. there are three national terrestrial networks ABC (American Broadcasting
Company, CBS (Columbia Broadcasting Systems) and NBC (National Broadcasting Company).
ABC is the top network in ratings, the other follow close behind. The three were created through
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Disney Movie Company, the ESPN network and several movie companies

(MiraMax, Hollywood Pictures and Touchstone Pictures).17 In the area of sports,

which is interesting for this paper, Disney owns MLB18-team Anaheim Angels and

the NHL19-team Anaheim Mighty Ducks.20 Through the acquisition of Capital

Cities/ABC, Disney contributed the mergermania in the media sector.

The motivation behind a deal like this is definitely the possibility for synergy

effects; these effects can be reached through vertical integration. The idea Disney,

and others, has is that by gaining access to several levels in the production and

distribution chain they will be able to maximize the profits of every product. It is

not necessary for each step in the process to be profitable but the end result is

hopefully a maximization of the profits.21 This is not the sole reason for merging,

among the medium sized companies there is always a risk of being the target of a

hostile takeover. Many companies then prefer to attempt to find a partner they

actually want, a so called white knight, to save them from being acquired by a

company they do not wish to be partners with.22

Time Warner has been involved in three out of the seven biggest mergers in the

media industry.23 The first was the merger between Time and Warner, the second

the purchase of Turner Broadcasting.24 The latter transaction left the company in

control of CNN, HBO, Sports Illustrated, Warner Music, Warner Bros. Movies

                                                                                                                                                                  
divestiture of RCA (Radio Corporation of America). See Bagdikian supra note 5 at 13 & Roberts
supra note 12 at 22.
17 Id. & Boroughs supra note 12 at 33-34
18 Major League Baseball.
19 National Hockey League.
20 Supra footnote 17.
21 The former head commissioner of the FCC, Nicholas Johnson, refers to synergies in the media
sector as the ”annihilation of competition.” It is not difficult to see the point he is trying to make.
Looking at the newly expanded Disney empire, they have great potential to totally control every
step in the production process and never have to bring in any outside contractors. See Bock James,
Citizen Kane as Conglomerate; Media Concentration: Media Moguls of the William Randolph
Hearst Variety are Passe, Baltimore Sun, Apr 3, 1996 at A2.
22 There are of course other ways to protect a company from a hostile takeover, such as a poison
pill. However finding a white knight is much more suitable for a company in the media industry.
23 See supra note 12.
24 See Mulligan supra note 12.
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and a variety of other cable channels, radio stations and magazines.25 The

company is also quite powerful in the area of sports. They control two NHL-

teams, one NBA26-team and one MLB-team.27 The third transaction was the

merger between Time Warner and AOL,28 the leading ISP29 in the United States,

the first estimates were that the merger was worth around $350 billion. More

moderate estimates, valued it at approximately $180 billion, making it the biggest

merger ever, all categories. The merger was also extraordinary, since it was the

first between a traditional media company and an Internet company.30 Since Time

Warner’s assets already been described lets just briefly look at AOL adds to the

deal. AOL is the number one ISP in the U.S., they have also moved into the

European market mainly through another ISP they control, CompuServe. Further

they have substantial holdings in the Internet sector; they control Netscape, the

company behind the Navigator web browser. They also control the most

successful web chatting service on the Internet, ICQ, with over 88 million users.31

At the time of the merger the so called ”new economy” was at its peak so the

market value of AOL was far greater than that of Time Warner which gave the

AOL shareholders a fifty-five per cent stake in the new company.32

This basically concludes the presentation of the media sector, the purpose of the

                                                       
25 See http://www.aoltimewarner.com/about/companies/.
26 National Basketball Association.
27 Atlanta Thrashers, Minnesota Wild, Atlanta Hawks and Atlanta Braves see Cheffins Brian R.,
Playing the Stock Market: ”Going Public” and Professional Team Sports, University of Iowa
Journal of Corporation Law, Spring 1999 at 647-648 & Millea John, Hockey's Comeback, Star
Trib. (Minneapolis, Minn.), Feb. 7, 1999, at C6,
28 The acronym AOL stands for America Online.
29 ISP stands for Internet Service Provider.
30 The media industry, and specifically the broadcasting industry is often divided into three fields;
content, carriage and software. Content providers are all the things creating content for the media,
such as movie companies and sports teams. In the carriage field we find the broadcasting
companies. Software is the technology needed such as satellite technology. Vertical integration has
more or less blurred these fields together. All of the top ten media companies except for TCI and
AT&T/Liberty have expanded into all fields. TCI have started cooperating with AOL/Time Warner
to gain access to more content, in exchange TCI can give them access to their extensive cable
networks. A similar arrangement can be found between AT&T/Liberty and News Corp.
31 The other companies under AOL control are: AOL Anywhere, AOL International, AOL Service,
AOL@school, DigitalCity, DMS, iPlanet, MapQuest, Moviefone, SHOUTcast, Spinner and
Winamp. See http://www.aoltimewarner.com/about/companies/americaonline.html.
32 http://cnnfn.cnn.com/2000/01/10/deals/aol_warner/ - That’s AOL folks…
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presentation was to make it clear that the media industry has become increasingly

concentrated, and briefly introduce the sports holdings of the bigger media

conglomerates. It is also of interest to be aware of the worldwide power structure,

to recognize that this is not merely a national problem. It should be noted that the

FTC, the authority in charge of merger control, has not intervened in these

transactions except for some minor demands.33

                                                       
33 Generally the increasing integration in the media sector has not seemed to trouble the FTC.
They made demands in some cases that local radio stations had to be sold because the dominance
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3. The Sports Industry

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will make a very brief description of the increased

commercialization of the sports industry. The information will be useful further

on, in order to fully understand why competition rules should be applicable to

sports.

3.2 The Commercialization of Sports

The big sports today have gone a far way from merely being a form of exercise

and amateur sports; today it is more like an industry. The big teams in football34

are more like companies than like traditional athletic teams, many of them can for

example be traded on the stock exchange. Huge amounts of money are spent by

the clubs in order to acquire players, and pay for the ever-increasing player

salaries. The game of football is clearly the most popular all over Europe and in

most of the world except for North America. So the focus will be on the football,

however in the discussions about the U.S. or the market in North America other

sports will be involved such as baseball, basketball, American football and ice

hockey.

Especially in Great Britain, many teams have taken steps to be introduced on to

the stock exchange, so far twenty teams from England and two from Scotland can

be traded on a stock exchange.35 This development has not been appreciated by

                                                                                                                                                                  
was to great in some local markets.
34 I will use the term football meaning the European style football, which the Americans refer to as
soccer, when I discuss the American market and describe their football I will refer to it as American
football in order to avoid confusion.
35 The teams are Charlton Athletic, Tottenham Hotspurs, Chelsea, Manchester United, Leeds
United, Aston Villa, Leicester City, Arsenal, Liverpool, Southampton, West Ham, Everton,
Newcastle, Coventry (will be relegated at the end of the season), Middlesbrough and Derby all in
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many of the fans, which feel that the business side of football has started to get too

influential. There are also teams in Sweden that have taken the step towards

increased commercialization by forming corporations, among the teams are

Djurgården and AIK.

It is not only the broadcasting industry that has taken control over the sports

industry. There are also examples of things going the other way too, for example

in Oregon in the United States the popular NBA-team the Portland Trail Blazers

have their own TV-network, Blazer-vision, which broadcasts news and facts about

the team. It is also possible to follow virtually all of the home-games on pay-per-

view through Blazer-vision.36 This is a good example of a sport team taking

advantage of the value the team generates and instead of selling the broadcasting

rights, they broadcast the games themselves. Manchester United conducts a

similar experiment with their channel MUTV, which broadcasts news, highlights

and other things about the team.37 The anti-competitive implications of this kind

of integration are not as serious as when the integration goes the other way, the

main reason for this is that the sports teams are rather small compared to media

conglomerates. Manchester United is believed to be the wealthiest club in the

world with just a little bit over £110 million in assets,38 which is not a whole lot

compared to the huge media conglomerates. The limited financial resources for

the teams makes it almost impossible for them to become as dominant in sports

broadcasting as a media conglomerate can become through the acquisition of an

athletic team.

                                                                                                                                                                  
the Premier League. Wimbledon, Sheffield Wednesday, Nottingham Forrest and Blackburn Rovers
in Division One. In Scotland the two teams are Celtic and Glasgow Rangers. Littorin Jens, Fansens
Fotbollens Förlorare, Dagens Nyheter, March 31 2001 at C15.
36 http://www.spiritone.com/~iaff1660/notes.htm - First In - The Newspaper of IAFF Local 1660.
37 http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/soccer/world/news/1998/08/10/manu_tv/ - Manchester United
launches its own TV station.
38 £110 million equals approximately $156 million.
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4. The Integration of the Sports and Media Industry

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will introduce the integration between the media industry and

sports industry. First, I will make some general observations and provide some

basic information. Continuing, I will go on by describing the situation in France,

Italy, Great Britain, Sweden and the United States. The presentation of the U.S.

will be rather brief; the aim is only to point at the different situation there. The

European countries will be presented in some more detail; this is done since the

focus of the analysis will be on the European countries in general, and specifically

on Great Britain.

4.2 Integration between Sports and Media – Some General Observations

The sports industry has grown increasingly dependent on the money the

broadcasting rights generate to pay for the augmenting player salaries and not to

mention the ever-increasing transfer fees for players.39 Today only, a small amount

of a football teams income comes from the spectators actually watching the game

at the stadium. Even considering that in the Premier League the average ticket

price has increased by over 300 per cent during the last ten years it is still not

much compared to what the broadcasting rights bring in to the clubs.40 The new

deal between the Premier League and BSkyB allegedly cost BSkyB a remarkable

£1,6 billion (approximately $2,36 billion) for 3 years, and is obviously more

important to the Premier League clubs than the spectators at the arena.41

                                                       
39 The recent agreement between FIFA and the European Commission, will attempt to regulate and
put a halt to the enormous increase in transfer fees in European football. It remains to be seen how
the agreement will affect the sports industry, the players union have already said they refuse to
accept the agreement and it violates the free movement of players.
40 Littorin Jens, Fansen Fotbollens Förlorare, Dagens Nyheter, March 31 2001 at C15.
41 Id. Looking at worldwide income for sports, spectators at the arena are still the main source of
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The sports industry’s dependence on the media industry in general, and

specifically the broadcasting industry, has put it in a position where it is difficult

to turn back. The question is whether these two industries should be seen as

natural partners dependent on each other for continued profitability or if the

potential anti-competitive dangers should be the focus of attention. Not only are

the teams and their star athletes receiving more and more media attention, thus

having a greater influence on all of society, but the media conglomerates are

gaining strength and are becoming immensely powerful. When these two

industries come together and combine their power, they have extraordinary

possibilities to commercially take advantage of this market power.

The power of the media industry over the sports industry can be seen in the many

ways that the sports industry already has adapted to the wishes of the broadcasters

to commercialize sports even further. Games are for example interrupted in order

for the broadcasters to be able to provide television commercial time, and the

number of night games have increased enormously to maximize viewing

audiences. An interesting example of the attempts to maximize the number of

people watching an event can be seen in England where the Premier League club

Manchester United has decided to play five of their last eleven games during the

2000/01 season around lunchtime.42 Although the Premier League denies it many

people, among them I believe that this is done to reach the huge Asian market

during its prime time. According to the Premier League 439 million people can

watch the Premier League games, 146 million of them are living in Europe while

162 million live in Asia.43 This makes the Asian market the biggest, and it appears

to have the potential to become even greater because of the enormous population

in Asia.

                                                                                                                                                                  
revenue. That is however not true for the U.S. and the EU. In these markets, the broadcasting rights
have become financially more important than the live spectators.
42 Id.
43 Id. The other 131 million people able to watch the Premier League are found in Australia, North
America and South America.
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The media industry has similarly become dependent on the sports industry, at least

financially; this is evidenced by the huge amounts of money paid to broadcast

various sporting events. In the U.S. various networks have together acquired the

broadcasting rights for the NFL44 for a period of eight years for $17,6 billion,

while the NBA rights for a period of four years were sold for a ”mere” $2.4

billion. The broadcasters are willing to pay up for sports since they know they will

have a guaranteed audience. Sports are in this way a safe bet, unlike movies or

TV-series. The production of movies and TV-shows cost enormous amounts of

money, but still there is no guarantee that it will attract a large TV-audience.

Although the number of viewers for sporting events may vary from time to time,

one knows that the huge events will attract viewers. Media mogul Rupert

Murdoch put it like this; ”Sports absolutely overpowers’ film and all other forms

of entertainment in attracting television audiences.”45 With this knowledge

Murdoch and other media moguls have went out of their way to acquire

broadcasting rights and also to start vertically integrating sports teams into their

media empires.

4.3 The United States

In the United States, the world of sports is considerably different from the

European sports arena. For one thing in Europe the sport of football is by far the

most popular sport,46 while in the U.S. the attention is fairly evenly divided among

the four major sports American football (NFL), baseball (MLB), basketball (NBA)

and ice hockey (NHL).47 This creates a whole different market for sports in the

                                                       
44 National Football League.
45 Came, Barry et al , Murdoch’s Big Play, Maclean’s Oct 19 1998 at 56.
46 Not only in Europe but also the rest of the world except for the U.S. There are some exceptions
within Europe where other sports can compete with football to certain extent like Formula 1 in
Italy and hockey in Sweden and Finland but all together football is the dominant sport in Europe.
47 In addition to these professional leagues, the college sports especially in American football and
basketball are also immensely popular.
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U.S. then in most European countries; it is much harder to gain a dominant

position in sports broadcasting by acquiring the broadcast rights for merely one

league.48 In the U.S., the leagues are also very different in the way that there is not

the same hypocrisy about sports being an industry. In Europe teams can get

relegated if they finish among the last in their division, this is not done in any of

the big leagues in the U.S. where each team is actually a franchise and can not be

replaced for finishing among the last teams.

Instead, the worst teams of the previous season are ”rewarded” with the possibility

to pick first in the annual so called draft; where each team picks the players they

want.49 The different leagues also employ various kinds of salary cap systems.50 In

this way the leagues seek to stay competitive, it makes it harder for one team to

dominate a sport for an extended period of time. North American sports have,

possibly through these measures, been able to avoid the perennial champions we

have seen in European football in Manchester United, Ajax, AC Milan, Bayern

Munich, Real Madrid and others.

There have been some IPOs51 in American sports but not as many as one would

have expected and not nearly as many as in the United Kingdom.52 Today only

                                                       
48 The need to acquire the broadcasting rights for so many leagues in order to dominate the market
makes it hard for one company to successfully acquire all of these rights because of the exorbitant
amounts demanded for these broadcasting rights. Additionally most of the big leagues in North
America are unwilling to let any network get exclusive broadcasting rights to all the games, since
they are afraid that one of the other big sports will gain an advantage if more people are able to
gain more convenient and frequent access to the games in the competing leagues.
49 It basically works like this; the team that finished last the previous season starts by picking one
player they want on their team. The players that are available for drafting are the players that have
not been drafted ever before and are over the age of 18. This means that most of the players are
around that age since otherwise they would already have been drafted. Then it basically continues
with the second worst team of the previous season and so on until all the teams picked once. After
that it starts over with the worst team and the same procedure is repeated. After a team picked a
player, no other team can contract that player without first agreeing with the team, which drafted
the player.
50 Each league has its own system which often is rather complex, however the basic idea is to limit
the amount of money each team are allowed to spend on salaries. Through this, the leagues hope to
avoid that the team with the most wealthy owners will be able to purchase all the players they wish.
51 IPO stands for Initial Public Offering.
52 The list of teams that can be traded on the stock exchange would be longer if one were to include
the teams that are owned by corporations that can be traded on the stock exchange such as Disney
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three major league teams have gone public, the Boston Celtics of the NBA, the

Cleveland Indians of the MLB and the Vancouver Canucks of the NHL.53 Media

companies often have controlling positions in American sports, apart from Time

Warner, Disney and News Corp., covered supra 2.2 and infra 4.6, there are many

other media companies, which also invest in sports.54

Broadcasting rights are in the United States, just as in many European countries,

sold collectively by the leagues; these joint sales arrangements are very

susceptible to challenges on the grounds that they are anti-competitive. In the

U.S., most challenges of these joint sales arrangements have been avoided since

the U.S. Congress has enacted a statutory exemption for the joint sales of

broadcasting rights for the NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL and NCAA.55 This specific

statutory enactment is referred to as the Sports Broadcasting Act (hereinafter the

SBA).56

                                                                                                                                                                  
which, for example owns the Mighty Ducks. However, due the size of many of the media
conglomerates the performance of the sports team is likely to have a small or no effect whatsoever
on the stock price.
53 Damsell Keith, Canucks' Owner Forced to Halt Stock Offering, Fin. Post, Jan. 31, 1998, at 17,
Indians File to Sell Piece of the Team, St. Louis Post Dispatch, Apr. 4, 1998, Bus., at 3.
54 In Chicago, the broadcasting and newspaper company Tribune Co. owns the MLB team the
Chicago Cubs (see Turow Scott, Hey Cubs: Spend the Money!, Chi. Trib., Mar. 30, 1997, Sports,
at 11. The Tribune Company is among the media conglomerates which Bagdikian claims control
the American media market, see supra footnote 5 at 21-22). In Philadelphia, the 76ers of the
NBA and the Flyers of the NHL are under the control of Comcast Corp the third largest cable
operator on the American market (see Alm Richard, Owning Teams is a Multi-Media Event,
Dallas Morning News, Jan. 7, 1998, at 5B). The NHL’s Colorado Avalanche and the NBA’s
Denver Nuggets are controlled by a media holding company called Ascent Entertainment (see
Keating Stephen, Ascent's Charlie Lyons an Eternal Optimist,Denver Post,  Apr. 27, 1998, at
E1). The Seattle Supersonics of the NBA is controlled by a media and advertising company called
the Ackerley Group (see Lamphier Gary, Stock in Sonics' Owner Booms, Vancouver Sun, Sept.
19, 1997, at E1). In New York, News Corp. are the majority owners of several teams, see infra
under 4.5, and the cable operator Cablevisions Systems Corp are partial owners of the Knicks of
the NBA and Rangers of the NHL together with News Corp. (see Turow).
55 NCAA is the college basketball and American Football organization
56 Sports Broadcasting Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1291-95 (1994), see also S. Rep. No. 87-1087 (1961),
reprinted in 1961 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3042. Still there have been some successful challenges of joint
sales arrangements of broadcasting rights, most famous is probably NCAA v. University of
Oklahoma (468 U.S. 85 (1984)), where the University of Oklahoma challenged the NCAA
provision limiting the number of games that where to be televised from each university. The
relative fame of this case comes from the fact that the Supreme Court slightly backed down from
their BMI decision (441 U.S. 1 (1979)) were they had allowed severe restrictions in a music joint
venture. The allegation in this class action suit between Shaw v. Dallas Cowboys (No. 97-CV-5184,
1998 U.S.  District Court) was that the NFL and the Dallas Cowboys had conspired to fix prices of
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4.4 Italy

In Europe, there are different approaches to the regulation of the media industry,

and also the issues concerning vertical integration between the media and sports

industry. In Italy, there has been a long tradition of liberalization within the media

industry and a laissez-faire mentality. Italy was one of the first countries in Europe

to liberalize both cable broadcasting, in 1975, and terrestrial broadcasting, in

1976. Following the early deregulation there were not any laws concerning media

concentrations, this lead to substantial concentrations of power during the 1980s.57

The first attempt to get the situation under control occurred in 1990; legislation

enacted limited the ownership of national channels to 25 per cent for one

company. This did not have the desired effect, perhaps because there were no

limits on audience shares. New legislation appeared in 1997, the so-called

Maccanico Law from the name of the minister of Telecommunications Ministry,

who was the one who proposed this new legislation. This legislation is in fact

rather tough if it is to be taken literally. Article 2 of the law in fact bans all

                                                                                                                                                                  
satellite transmissions of the Dallas Cowboys Sunday games in a ticket scheme called the ”Sunday
ticket”. The suit is quite interesting in that the alleged behavior is exactly what Congress has
granted a statutory exemption for in the SBA, however this exemption only allows for this conduct
when it comes to terrestrial and cable broadcasts, not for satellite. The reason for this is rather
simple, at the time of the enactment of the SBA; satellite transmissions were not technically
possible in the way it is today. The Courts held that it was clear that the prices had been fixed and
that the exemption clearly did not extend to satellite broadcasts. This case illustrates that the courts
consider sports to be subject to the competition laws unless there is a certain exception granted.
One other dispute arose recently in the Los Angeles area where Fox Sports West, in the case Prime
Tickets Network v. Mighty Ducks Hockey Club (cited in Marron), alleged that the Disney empire
sought to prevent Fox Sports West’s plans to start a second local sports broadcasting network, by
using its ownership of the Anaheim Angels and the Anaheim Mighty Ducks to launch its own sports
network called KCAL-TV. Fox Sports West second sports channel was to feature the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks. According to Fox Sports West, Disney had substantial programming leverage over
the various cable distributors through their channel ownership. Disney also used their ownership of
the Mighty Ducks to refuse a renewal of the broadcasting rights. Fox Sports West claimed Disney
had used this programming leverage to get the cable distributors to refuse to carry the new Fox
Sports West channel. The dispute was never resolved in court since a settlement was reached. Fox
Sports West’s channel is now carried on most cable networks in the Los Angeles area, and they
carry some of the Duck’s games through sublicensing.
57 Ostergaard Stube, Bernt, The Media in Western Europe, Euromedia Research Handbook 1992, at
132; Harcourt Alison, The European Commission and Regulation of the Media Industry, Cardozo
Arts and Entertainment Law Journal 1998 at 431-432.
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dominant positions in the broadcasting sector, that is without regard to in which

manner the dominance has been reached and it remains in effect even if it would

have been spontaneous growth. The enactment was to ensure pluralism and not

only the maintain competition.58

The legislation has however not really had the desired effect; the authority in

charge of enforcing the law named Autorita per la garanzie nelle comunicazioni

(hereinafter the Authority) is rather peculiar in its composition. The members of

the Authority are elected by the Italian Parliament and the composition of this

Authority does not surprisingly mirror the political composition of the Parliament.

This has favored such people as media mogul Silvio Berlusconi who is not only a

politician and a media mogul but also the owner and president of the Serie A team

AC Milan. Berlusconi owns the broadcasting company Mediaset. Berlusconi’s

position of power is however weakened by the fact that the Italian Serie A teams

in their sales arrangement has decided not to grant exclusive broadcasting rights to

any one company. The clubs in the Italian Serie A do also to a large extent sell

their broadcasting rights on an individual basis. There is no legislation concerning

the vertical integration of sports teams in Italy, perhaps because the fact that

Berlusconi has used his media influence to benefit his political career has stolen

some of the lime light from the issue of vertical integration of sports teams.

The state-owned television network RAI, which is approximately twice the size of

Mediaset, also has a very strong position on the Italian market and can thus to a

certain extent work as a counter force to Berlusconi’s Mediaset, and diminishing

the anti-competitive threat that Berlusconi can pose. It does however, remain to be

seen what effect Berlusconi’s victory in the Italian elections will have. Berlusconi

is now, again, in the position of Prime Minister. As Prime Minister he can exercise

a certain degree of control over the state-owned RAI; in his private position he

                                                       
58 See Siragusa, Mario, Competition and the Guarantee of Pluralism in the Recent Italian
Television Broadcasting Regulation, Fordham Corp. L. Inst. 1997 at 525.
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controls Mediaset. This gives Berlusconi influence over roughly 90 per cent of the

Italian broadcasting market; it may enable him to take further his own interests

also in the area of sports.

Making the case of Italy rather peculiar, apart from the rather unstable political

situation, is the low penetration rate of cable and satellite technology. Italy is the

fourth largest television market in Europe, RAI and Mediaset totally dominate this

market with over 90 per cent of the audience share, so basically it is a duopolistic

situation.59 Despite being the fourth largest television market with over twenty

million households with television, the penetration rate for cable and satellite is

low, and the pay-TV market has a market share of only 4,8 per cent. There are

basically only two pay-TV stations, one is Telepiu which is under the control of

French conglomerate Canal Plus and the other is called Stream is owned by the

privatized Italian telephone company Telecom and Murdoch’s News Corp.60

Rupert Murdoch, the owner of News Corp. has also tried to move in on the Italian

market by attempting to acquire exclusive broadcasting rights to the entire Serie

A. His attempt failed in part because of the Serie A clubs unwillingness to grant

exclusive right for the entire league to one broadcaster. The Italian legislator

apparently did not trust the Serie A clubs to be able to turn down Murdoch’s offer,

so they enacted legislation limiting the ownership of football broadcasting rights

for pay-TV to 60 per cent of the entire league rights. This was a set back for both

Murdoch and Canal Plus. It also gives RAI and Mediaset a competitive advantage

because they are the only two TV-stations, which will be able to purchase

exclusive broadcasting rights for more than 60 per cent of the entire football

league.

                                                       
59 Cocuzza, Claudio, Antitrust Law and Pay-TV: The Italian Case, Fordham International Law
Journal, 2000 at 163.
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4.5 France

In France the regulation of the media industry has been rather ambivalent, in some

parts it has been quite extensive while it in other areas been virtually non-existent.

The parts that mainly have been regulated concerns minimum amounts of French

produced shows for terrestrial television. The media landscape in France is to a

large extent dominated by Canal Plus, which is owned by media conglomerate

Havas the second biggest media empire in Europe after Bertelsmann.61 Canal Plus

is the dominant broadcaster in France, especially when it comes to sports but also

in the market for movie broadcasts. The biggest sports is also in France football,

and as in Italy the French First Division clubs have decided not to sell exclusive

broadcasting rights to one company, which makes the dominance of Canal Plus

less evident.

Canal Plus is however the owner of one of the top French clubs, Paris Saint

Germaine.62 This vertical integration has met with no objections from the Conseil

de la Concurrence (hereinafter Conseil) or the Paris Court of Appeals, however

both of these instances have a tradition of taking a more lenient position on

vertical integration issues than for example the Commission and most other

competition authorities.63 The Counseil have initiated inquires in to the area of the

collective sales and acquisitions of broadcasting rights. There has been virtually

no discussions or protests about Canal Plus ownership of Paris SG, or of vertical

integration between the media and sports industry. The reasons for which one can

only speculate, one plausible explanation is that the constant bickering about

broadcasting rights in France between the established networks and the new

television networks lead by La Cinq has taken up so much time that this issue has

not received attention yet.64

                                                                                                                                                                  
60 Id at 162-163.
61 Jenny Frederic, Media Under French Competition Law, Fordham International Law Journal,
March 1998 at 726-727.
62 See supra footnote 45 Came et al.
63 See supra footnote 61.
64 La Cinq was the first private broadcaster to obtain a license for terrestrial broadcasting after the
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The exclusivity aspect of the sale of broadcasting rights has not yet been tried in

France. The collective sales and purchases of broadcasting rights have however,

on several occasions been under attack by primarily La Cinq. The Counseil has

however been willing to grant exceptions for sports because of the special needs

of the sports sector. The Counseil have to a large extent based this standpoint on

the need for collective sales in order for smaller teams to be able to prosper. La

Cinq have in addition to the challenges to the other networks in France also

claimed that UEFA has rules regarding the sales of broadcasting rights that

violates art 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty.65 The vertical integration issue concerning

sports have however not been up for trial so far in France. There are however, a

few examples of vertical integration disputes within the movie and publishing

business.

The French media giant Canal Plus is however not only present in France, which

distinguishes it from Berlusconi whose company Mediaset operates almost

entirely within the Italian borders. Canal Plus has except for the non-exclusive

rights to French football in France, through Telepiu, their Italian company,

acquired broadcasting rights to several of the top clubs in the Serie A in Italy,

among the teams are Juventus, Lazio and Roma.66

Canal Plus have successfully expanded into other geographic markets, for

example they are one of the dominant sports broadcaster in Scandinavia where

they hold exclusive broadcasting rights for the Premier League, Serie A, the NHL

and the NBA. In addition to these rights, they also hold non-exclusive

broadcasting rights for the top divisions in football and ice hockey in Sweden. In

Spain, they managed to purchase the exclusive broadcasting rights of Spanish

                                                                                                                                                                  
state monopoly was abolsihed in the earl 1980s. See Boehm Eric, A Whole New Ballgame – Media
Mogul Rupert Murdoch Purchases the Manchester United Professional Soccer Team, Variety Sept.
14 1998 at 28.
65 See Supra footnote 61 at 700-707.
66 See, News Corp. in the Run for Italian Soccer Rights: Italy to Limit Ownership, Fin. Post, Jan.
27, 1999, at C15.
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giants Barcelona’s home games.

As mentioned previously Canal Plus also launched a pay-TV network in Italy,

Telepiu, which in a long-term perspective is supposed to compete with RAI and

Mediaset. Canal Plus also have extensive movie libraries, which renders them

some strength in the market for movie broadcasts in Europe. Still they do not

reach the size necessary to be one of the really huge media players, which may be

one reason for the lack of response from competition authorities regarding their

attempts to vertically integrate into the sports industry. Comparing Canal Plus to

such media conglomerates as News Corp, Time Warner and Disney, Canal Plus is

quite small. Even Bertelsmann is significantly larger and thus it is possible that

Canal Plus are unable to take advantage of the leveraging possibilities created by

the vertical integration. I do however, feel that their position on the French market

could be dangerous if they managed to obtain more exclusive rights, for example

for the entire French First Division.

4.6 Great Britain

The regulation of the media industry has traditionally been rather strict in the

United Kingdom; cross-media ownership has been strictly regulated but in 1996

these rules were relaxed to allow national newspapers with less than 20 per cent

market share to own one private broadcaster, and to be in control of non-domestic

satellite broadcasters.67 This allows News Corp. to continue its operation of

BSkyB, the dominant satellite broadcaster in the United Kingdom. When one is

talking about the British media market it is impossible not to mention News Corp,

this media conglomerate is through its ownership of BSkyB and several

newspapers (The Times of London, News of the World and The Sun) and radio

                                                       
67 Harcourt Alison, The European Commission and Regulation of the Media Industry, Cardozo Arts
and Entertainment Law Journal 1998, at 433.
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stations the major player on the British market.68 So before going into the more

specific structure of the British market a brief introduction to the holdings of

News Corp. will follow.

Media mogul Rupert Murdoch is the majority shareholder of News Corp.; he is

also the person who truly has realized the important connection between media

and sports. Although Murdoch’s News Corp is not the biggest media empire in the

world, it is certainly the most dominant in sports broadcasting. No other media

conglomerate has such substantial holdings in the area of sports as News Corp.; in

Murdoch’s home country of Australia News Corp. is the owner of the entire first

division rugby league.69 Additionally, News Corp also holds exclusive broadcast

rights for international and club rugby and international cricket worldwide,

although some sublicensing occurs.70 In the U.S. Murdoch has a virtual

stranglehold on sports in the New York area by being the owner of the NHL team

the New York Rangers, the NBA team the New York Knicks. He also owns 40 per

cent of Madison Square Garden, the home arena of both the Rangers and the

Knicks, and an option to purchase the MLB team the New York Yankees.71

As if this was not enough News Corp also owns the MLB team the Los Angeles

Dodgers, the Dodger Stadium and the land surrounding the stadium.72 Murdoch

paid $479 million for the Dodgers and the real estate, which experts valued at an

estimated $277 million.73 Apparently Murdoch felt that it would be worth much

more to him. The ownership of the land is important since there are talks about a

NFL expansion team in Los Angeles and this area is among the most suitable for a

new arena.  Through his twenty-two local sports network under the name of Fox

Sports Net he also owns minority interests in the Los Angeles Lakers and the Los

                                                       
68 Cagan Joanna & deMause Neil, Bizbrawl: How the Heavy Hitters are Fighting to Control the
Planet, N.Y. Times Mag., Oct. 18, 1998, at 66
69 Harverson Patrick, Murdoch United PLC--Empire of the Sun, Total Sport, Dec. 1998, at 95.
70 Id.
71 Deutschman Alan, Sly as Fox: Sports is the Surreptitious 'Battering Ram' of Rupert Murdoch's
Campaign for Global Media Dominance, N.Y. Times Mag., Oct. 18, 1998, at 68.
72 Id.
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Angeles Kings with an option to purchase them and additionally he owns the

Lakers arena the Staples Center.74 Murdoch has rather efficiently put the two

major sports centers in the U.S. in a stranglehold, however the fact that the major

leagues in the U.S. are unwilling to sell any exclusive broadcasting rights for the

entire leagues, makes it much more difficult for Murdoch to reach true market

dominance. However, Murdoch has been very smart in his efforts to further his

empire, he brought in a new minority shareholder in News Corp.; John Malone

who is the majority share holder of Liberty Media Group.75 The Liberty Media

Group is also one of the owners of AT&T/Liberty, which is among the ten biggest

media conglomerates in the world. The AT&T/Liberty combination can contribute

to News Corp. mainly through their position as the number one cable company on

the American market. The Liberty Media Group are also quite strong in the British

cable market.

In an effort to expand his empire of sports, Murdoch attempted to acquire top

Premier League club Manchester United for £625 million through BSkyB.76 This

deal was subsequently stopped by the MMC’s (Monopolies and Mergers

Commission) recommendation to the British Government because their concerns

that it was going to have negative effects on the level of competition in the sports

broadcasting market in Britain.77 The fact that BSkyB is the dominant company in

sports and movie broadcasting in Britain and hold exclusive broadcasting rights to

the Premier League and to the Worthington Cup78 made the MMC fear that BSkyB

                                                                                                                                                                  
 73 See Came et al supra note 45.
74 See Deutschman supra note 71. Note that the majority shareholder of the Los Angeles Kings is
multi-billionaire P. Anschutz, who has figured in the news in Sweden recently. He first attempted to
acquire shares in AIK (hockey) and was turned down. He managed to strike a deal with
competitors Djurgården (hockey) to acquire a minority share, shortly thereafter he agreed with
Hammarby IF (football) to acquire shares there too. It is uncertain whether the deals will go
through because of protests from fans of Djurgården and Hammarby. The teams are both from
Stockholm, and are traditional rivals; the fans do not appreciate the possibility of having the same
owner.
 75 Fessler Karen, Malone Uses Midas Touch, http://insidedenver.com/business/0408malo5.shtml.
 76 Araton Harvey, Bizball, N.Y. Times Mag., Oct. 18, 1998, at 61.
77 British Sky Broadcasting Group PLC and Manchester United PLC: A Report on the Proposed
Merger.  http://www.mmc.gov.uk/bskyb.htm.
78 The Worthington Cup is the competition formerly known as the League Cup.
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would become to powerful if the alliance was permitted.79

The football market in the United Kingdom has been plagued by many clubs going

public; that is being introduced on to the stock exchange. Not long after BSkyB’s

attempt to purchase United, a competing network ITV announced their intentions

to purchase another top club in the Premier League, Arsenal, for approximately

£459 million.80 The third largest cable-company in the United Kingdom, NTL,

also wanted a piece of the action and tried to follow by bidding on Newcastle

United also a Premier League team. 81

Other broadcasters were apparently afraid to be left behind so Granada moved in

and wanted to acquire Liverpool FC yet another of the best Premier League

clubs.82 As mentioned above the MMC did not approve of the attempted takeover

of Manchester United, likewise they announced that they would look into NTL’s

bid for Newcastle United which prompted NTL to withdraw its bid.

The Premier League also grew weary and decided to, at least temporarily, put a

stop to media control of the Premier League clubs; thus, they adopted a regulation

limiting media companies ownership of the teams to 10 per cent.83 So Granada

now holds 9,9 per cent of Liverpool, ITV has not yet acquired any part of Arsenal.

BSkyB had time to acquire approximately 14 per cent of Manchester United

before the MMC decision, so they will be forced to sell about 4 per cent of the

shares.84

                                                       
79 See supra note 77.
80 Media Moguls Left Waiting in the Wings, Fin. Times , Aug. 6, 1999, at 11
81 Strong Justin, Confusion Over United Buyout--US Firm's Takeover Plan Referred to
Competition Commission, Journal, Apr. 10, 1999, at 1.
82 See supra note 80.
83 Cassy John & Finch Julia, BSkyB Linked to Premiership Buying Spree, Guardian, Aug. 11,
1999, at 12.
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4.7 Sweden

In Sweden, Modern Times Group (hereinafter MTG) owned by Swedish media

mogul Jan Stenbeck followed in the footsteps of the bigger international media

conglomerates; when they in April announced that they had purchased a minority

interest in Swedish football club Djurgårdens IF.85 MTG is the fourth largest

media group in Sweden, after Bonniers, state owned SVT and Schibsted, in

control of such assets as TV3, Viasat Sport, TV8, TV1000, ZTV, Metro, Invik,

MIC, Tele 2, International Telecom, Kinnevik, Comviq and a minority interest of

roughly 20 per cent in TV4.86 In the broadcasting market, Stenbeck controls the

third largest conglomerate, after SVT and TV4.87 Their position in sports

broadcasting on the Nordic market is quite strong. They have exclusive

broadcasting rights to several events, most notably the UEFA Champions League,

Spanish and German football, the ice hockey World Cup and several of the top

tennis and golf tournaments. TV4 also have some sports broadcasting rights for

example Scottish Football, English Division One Football, the play-offs in

Elitserien, the Handball World Cup and joint broadcasting rights for the football

World Cup with SVT. MTG are in fierce competition with Canal Plus on the

Scandinavian sports broadcasting market, Canal Plus is in control of the rights to

Serie A, Elitserien, Premier League and Allsvenskan.

The Swedish broadcasting market as a whole, not only the sports broadcasting

market, is dominated by the three terrestrial television channels, Kanal 1, TV2 and

TV4. The latter is partially owned by Stenbeck, while the other two are owned by

the state through SVT. However none of the terrestrial networks are that strong in

sports broadcasting, they virtually only go for the big events like the Football

World Cup and European Championships as well as the Olympic games. This is

                                                                                                                                                                  
84 Id.
85 Sportnytt TV2, May 14 2001 and SVT Morgon Kanal 1, May 15 2001.
86 Carlsson Bengt, Från Vinst Till Förlust i en Affär, Dagens Nyheter
May 13 2001 at C1, see also Carlsson supra note 10 at 75-76.
87 See Carlsson supra footnote 10 at 75-76.
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however partially because the organizers of these events want these competitions

to be seen by as many people as possible and they are also on the so called free-to-

air list on which each member of the European Union can put events of national

interest.

MTG has so far only purchased a minority interest of approximately 17,2 per cent

of the voting stock in Djurgården,88 but MTG will still be very influential since the

company brings a lot of money to the deal and can thus exert more influence than

their voting stock reveals.

4.8 Summary

There are many occurrences of media ownership of sports teams both in Europe

and in the United States. In Italy there have been some attempts to limit the effects

on the sports broadcasting market by these ownership structures. Great Britain is

the only country to specifically target the transactions and structures as such. First

the MMC recommended that BSkyB’s offer on Manchester United should be

stopped, subsequently it was prohibited. The Premier League also reacted towards

this development by conjuring up a new regulation limiting media ownership of

sports teams to ten per cent.

Britain is, as can be seen from the descriptions above, one of the few countries

that has chosen to interfere with the vertical integration by the media industry into

the sports industry. Is it so that the conditions in Britain are so different that it is

only there that it is necessary to take action against these events? I do not believe

that it is the conditions in Britain that are different, the reasons for the interference

with the integration between media and sports are to be found elsewhere. In

Sweden it may be to early to say that a response has not occurred, the acquisition

of approximately 17 per cent of a club can hardly be seen as acquiring control of
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the club.89 If MTG make use of their option to purchase more shares in

Djurgården, a response may well come.  The situation in the United States is so

entirely different from the European countries that a comparison is hard to make,

basically the leagues are self-regulating in ownership issues. The teams are

franchisees, and if the league sees it fit to let a media conglomerate become a

franchisee, it should probably not be interfered with.90 In Italy attempts to limit the

interference from the media have been made, the problem in Italy has more been a

problem of execution and enforcement. The rules themselves have been quite

good but the problem has been in that the political situation in Italy has not been

quite stable, and it is difficult to say what will happen now that Berlusconi has

strengthened his position further. The initiative with limits on the ownership of

broadcasting rights is very interesting and appears to be well-suited for the Italian

market. It does however remain to be seen how Berlusconi will treat this piece of

legislation now that he is Prime Minister. In France the issue of vertical

integration between sports and media has not received that much attention, and the

general attitude of leniency appears to be the prevailing.

                                                                                                                                                                  
88 See supra footnote 85.
89 Even if MTG surely has more power than their 17 per cent, it is unlikely that they have enough
influence to actually say they acquired control.
90 An interesting occurrence here was that the network CBS felt that they could capitalize further
on the interest in American football. So during the off-season when the NFL was not playing, they
decided to launch their own league XFL, they owned the whole league and decided which teams
would become franchisees. The league was a total failure with low ratings and they were unable to
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5 The European Union

5.1 Introduction

This chapter will cover the Bosman case, and other aspects concerning the

European Union and sports. After that a brief description of the EC merger rules

will follow.

5.2 The European Union and Sports

When talking about sports and legal matters concerning the European Union it

would be impossible to overlook the high profile Bosman case, which generated

enormous media attention. Marc Bosman a Belgian football player was the main

character of this case. He wanted to leave his former club after his contract

expired and transfer to a new team. His former club demanded a transfer fee,

which the other team refused to accept. Bosman then found himself in the position

that he could either negotiate a new contract with his old club or try to find

another club willing to pay the transfer fee. Bosman however took another, for the

club totally unexpected approach; he decided to take his case to court, where it

after many years, when Bosman’s career as a football player was already over, was

decided that football players also are covered under the freedom of movement in

Article 39 of the EC Treaty. So since he was under no contract he was free to go to

any team he wanted without any transfer fee.91 The case shocked the whole sport

community, it seemed as if they had never once considered that the European

Court of Justice might actually find in favor of Bosman.

The Bosman case was the first step of a rather abrupt awakening for the sports

community in the European Union. In the same step it was also clear that the

limits that UEFA and many national leagues put on the number of foreign players

                                                                                                                                                                  
give away tickets for free to the games.
91 Union Royale Belge des Sociétés de football association, Royal Club liégeois et UEFA -v- Jean-
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allowed on the field at the same time were unlawful when it came to players from

other European Union countries.

UEFA were at first unwilling to accept this development, but as time passed they

realized that the Commission were not about to let UEFA dictate the rules they see

fit. The agreement between the Commission and UEFA/FIFA on transfer fees

while a player is under contract that was agreed upon earlier this year, is yet

another example of the sporting community starting to come to terms with the fact

that the laws apply to them as well.92

The Commission has so far not looked into any acquisitions of sports teams by

media companies. The reason they did not investigate the BSkyB attempted

takeover of Manchester United is quite simple, the transaction did not reach the

thresholds in order to let the Commission get authority to investigate it. The

Commission has however looked into the exclusive broadcasting agreement that

the Premier League signed with BSkyB, and the Commission expressed concern

that the exclusive deal was too extensive in its duration. It would according to the

Commission be preferable that an exclusive right to broadcast was limited to

cover only one season at a time to enhance competition. The Commission has also

said that it is not only the duration of the rights that are of interest, the scope is

also very important. Sublicensing may in a few number of cases by a solution for

example huge events like the Olympic Games may be sublicensed, but most of the

time sublicensing is not an option since the rights would then not be valuable to

the acquirer. Basically only for the big events where several games or activities

take place instantaneously sublicensing will work, since then live broadcasts of

the differing events can take place in more than one network.

                                                                                                                                                                  
Marc Bosman. Case C-415/93 ECR 1995 p.I-4921.
92 See Outcome of discussions between the Commission and FIFA/UEFA on FIFA Regulations on
international football transfers.
http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start/cgi/guesten.ksh?p_action.gettxt=gt&doc=IP/01/314|0|RAPID&lg=E
N.
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There is also a directive, 89/552/EEC, called television without frontiers, which

among other things concern sports broadcasting. The directive was amended by

the European Parliament with Article 3A, which enables the member states to take

measures on the national level to ensure that certain sport events of major

importance, such as the Football World Cup and the Olympic Games, to the

specific member states are available for everyone to watch through free access

terrestrial television. The directive emphasizes that the European Union

recognizes that sport industry is different from other industries and in some areas

deserve specific exceptions.

5.3 EC Merger Regulations

Under EC competition law, mergers and acquisitions are assessed under Council

Regulation 4064/89 on the control of concentrations between undertakings. The

test the Commission employs is the so-called compatibility test. It is set out in

Article 2 (3) of the Council Regulation, the Commission is obliged to declare a

concentration incompatible with the Common Market, if a concentration ”creates

or strengthens a dominant position as a result of which effective competition

would be significantly impeded in the common market or a substantial part of it”

If the concentration does not have such an effect, the Commission will have no

choice but to find it compatible with the Common Market. The compatibility test

is a two prong test, attempting to ascertain whether the transaction; (1) will create

or strengthen a dominant position, (2) will the result be that effective competition

will be impeded in the Common Market or a substantial part of it.
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6. Analysis

6.1 Sports and Competition Law

One of the main issues in need of being resolved early on in this analysis is

whether competition law should apply to sports at all. Both in the U.S. and in the

European Union the competition laws apply to economic activities in general;

claiming that the big teams today for example Manchester United, Los Angeles

Lakers or Real Madrid are not involved in an economic activity is a very difficult

argument to make and I doubt that it could ever succeed. These teams have huge

annual turnovers and are involved in so many economic activities that it is

impossible to claim that it is not business. Many of the teams are also traded on

the stock exchange. The big sums of money involved in transfers, salaries,

broadcasting rights and merchandise sales lend further support towards regarding

sports as any other industry.

The European Court of Justice has since their 1974 decision in the Walrave

judgement made it clear that ”‘the practice of sport is subject to Community law

insofar as it constitutes an economic activity’.93 The Commission which, for

example, can be seen from their criticism of the transfer system within football,

appears to follow the same line of reasoning. The Bosman case, discussed supra,

gives further support to the proposition that sports is subject to the competition

rules. After the high profile Bosman case, even UEFA and FIFA seemed to finally

have conceded that football is subject to the competition laws and other EC

Treaties. This does however, only answer the first part of the problem formulation;

it makes it clear that sports is subject to the competition laws. Since Council

Regulation 4064/89 is part of these laws integration between the media and sports

industry should fall under it, unless exempted.
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The recent agreement on transfer fees between UEFA/FIFA and the Commission

further emphasizes that even the sports community now accept that they are

regarded as a business.94 This agreement does however also support that sports

can be the subject of exceptions, and that the Commission recognizes that the

sports industry is different from several other industries.  There are other instances

in which the Commission has also given exceptions to the football community, for

example the UEFA regulations prohibiting foreign football games to be broadcast

on Saturday and Sundays within two and half hours time before and after a game

in the top national league.95 The exemption is in place to protect live stadium

audiences, the two and half hours before and after a game is said to be plenty of

time to get back and forth from the arena after the game.

I believe that the following is sufficient to conclude that it is quite clear that

competition laws do apply to sports in the European Union.96  However, it is also

clear that under some circumstances exceptions will be allowed. I will continue to

see whether there is any support for granting exceptions for the integration

between the media and the sports industry. In order to do this, the circumstances

on the relevant market needs to be considered; thus it is first necessary to ascertain

the relevant market.

                                                                                                                                                                  
93 Walrave and Koch. Case 36-74 ECR 1974 p.1405.
94 See supra footnote 92.
95 Commission clears UEFA's new Broadcasting Regulations
http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start/cgi/guesten.ksh?p_action.gettxt=gt&doc=IP/01/583|0|RAPID&lg=E
N.
96 The same goes for the United States, it is clear from the fact that it was necessary to grant a
legislative exception from the antitrust laws for certain activities through the SBA:
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6.2 The Relevant Market

One of the first steps in any competition law inquiry must be the finding of the

relevant market; without such a finding it is impossible to ascertain whether a firm

is dominant or not. If the relevant market is defined in an inaccurate fashion, all

the market share data would essentially be useless. The market share data is

important since it is used as the foundation when one tries to ascertain whether a

firm is dominant or not. The finding of the relevant market involves defining both

the product and the geographic market. The product market is the market for the

specific goods or services concerned, while the geographic market is the market

within which the undertakings compete.

6.2.1 The Product Market

I will begin with the product market; if a media company acquires a sports team,

the motivation behind such a deal is most likely to be able to integrate the content

that sports can provide into the media company. The content can be used by a

media company, bringing the carriage technology that is the broadcasting ability,

to the deal.

The Commission did in 1997 issue a notice for guidance on the definition of the

relevant market for the purposes of competition law.97 The notice is useful in that

it gives guidance on how the Commission goes about defining the relevant market.

In the notice, the Commission makes it clear that demand-side substitutability is

given precedence before supply-side substitutability and potential competition.

The test that is utilized by the Commission, is referred to as the SNIP98 test or the

hypothetical monopolist test. It is clearly an influence from the U.S. antitrust

authorities, which have employed this test for quite some time.

                                                       
97 O.J. 1997 C372/03 p.5
98 Stands for Significant Non-transitory Increase in Price.
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It examines how customers would react to a hypothetical permanent price increase

of approximately five to ten per cent. If the price increase would cause a not trivial

amount of customers to switch to another product as to make the price increase

unprofitable, the products must be seen as being part of the same market. This

approach works fine in theory, however in practice it is difficult to establish how

customers would react to a hypothetical price increase. The Commission often

conducts surveys among customers but since the onus is on the Commission it is

often complicated to get the evidence to hold up in court based merely on

customer surveys. Consequently, other factors such as potential competition are

also relevant.

Now, returning to the present issue of media companies acquiring a sports team. It

can be quite problematic with vertical integration, since effects can be seen on at

least two markets; that is the market were the two parties to the deal are active.

One of the relevant markets should, in a broader sense be broadcasting. That is

because the media companies intentions are to use the athletic team as content for

their broadcasting carriage technology. The other market the other enterprise is

active in, which also could be seen as the relevant market is the market for the

athletic team. In the case of BSkyB’s attempt to acquire Manchester United, the

market could also be seen as football, perhaps even Premier League football. For

the media company, broadcasting is however not narrow enough to constitute the

relevant market. The Commission and the U.S. antitrust authorities often look to

substitutability, and if that is done in this case it is easy to see that bundling the

whole broadcasting market into one is not desirable, it would be a too broad

market definition.

It is obvious that sports differ substantially from many other forms of content that

is available through broadcasts. It is easy to understand that there is no

substitutability between entertainment, which sports must be said to be one form

of, and news in broadcasting. I do still feel that it is insufficient to merely find the
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relevant market to be entertainment broadcasting. The entertainment concept is to

wide; it would include movies, soap operas, sitcoms, sports and various other

shows. I suggest that there is very low substitutability between the other forms of

entertainment and sports. Although some companies bundle movies and sports

together into one channel, it is increasingly common to launch special sports

networks.

Looking at the consumers the majority of them would not likely accept to watch a

movie instead of a football game. Employing the SNIP test, a price increase of the

subscription cost for one of the sports channels would not cause a significant

number of customers to switch to some other channel featuring only movies. The

effect that might be seen is that fewer people would subscribe, but they would

most likely switch to other forms of sports broadcasting, probably what is

available on free to air terrestrial television or advertisement financed television.  I

suggest that sport broadcasting constitutes its own market, and that the relevant

product market need to; at its least narrow definition be defined as sports

broadcasting.

The question is rather, whether there is reason to define the market even more

narrowly than that. I am of the opinion that there are certain sports for which there

are no substitutes at all, such as football, in most countries, and Formula One, in

some countries. In many member states, there is at least one sport that can

compete with football in popularity, for example ice hockey in Sweden and

Finland and rugby in France and the United Kingdom. However, there might still

be reason to regard football and a couple of other popular sports as separate

markets; since even if a couple sports are able to compete in popularity with

football it does not automatically make them substitutes in the sense that

competition authorities use the word.

If the SNIP test were to be employed, increasing prices on the football broadcasts

with approximately 10 per cent it is very likely that a not insignificant number of
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customers would either stop subscribing entirely without finding a substitute or

instead watch some other sport on television. For live attendance on the arena it is

quiet different, since the number of spectators are limited by the size of the

stadium. The demand is in many instances far greater than the supply, which

leaves room for astronomical increases in ticket prices, as can be seen in the

Premier League where ticket prices increased over 300 per cent during the past ten

years.

Once again, the United States find themselves in a slightly different situation than

the rest of the world. No sport is able to dominate the American market in the way

football dominates the rest of the world market for sports. In the United States the

four big leagues compete fiercely with each other; which is evidenced by the effect

of player strikes which has lead to substantial effects on both live audiences and

TV audiences several successive seasons after the strikes. The MLB has still not

fully recovered from the last strike in 1996, before it baseball was the number one

sport in the U.S. but after the strike both American football and basketball moved

past, and American football is still able to hold that position. In Europe, the

situation is different, football is so dominant that often there can be said that there

is no substitute for it, however I feel that it would make more sense to regard

football as a sub-market to sports broadcasting. So far, the broadcasters have not

seen football broadcasting as a separate market, which makes me lean towards the

same conclusion. So basically it would probably make most sense to see sports

broadcasting as the product market, and then subdivide it into several submarkets

such as football and depending on country perhaps into more sub-markets like ice

hockey, Formula One and rugby.

Technological development may however change all this; the emergence of pay-

per-view television is something that may change the whole sports broadcasting

market. Today one has to subscribe to a specific channel, thus you get not only the

things you want but also gain access to other broadcasts which may not interest

you at all.
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In Sweden, the first examples of what one is able to achieve with the emerging

pay-per-view technology can be seen this year. Canal Plus, the main broadcast

rights holder, of the games from the Swedish Premier Division, Allsvenskan, have

sublicensed the rights to broadcast the six games of each round that Canal Plus is

not featuring. The sublicensee is Telias cable company, ComHem, they will make

all the other games available on pay-per-view; the customer basically pays for the

game he or she wants to watch and nothing else. In order to do this the customer

needs to be connected to Telias cable net and buy or rent a set-top box. The anti-

competitive implications of pay-per-view television are further analyzed infra at

6.5.

If the pay-per-view technology really breaks through it would change the shape of

the sports broadcasting market for ever, at present only a few number of people

have access to this technology so the impact on the market will be limited. In the

future, it may however support a more narrow definition of the product market

than merely sports broadcasting.

The European Court of Justice had in the EBU case to find the relevant market for

the purposes of a joint buying arrangement in the broadcasting sector. The ECJ

then took the position that all sports broadcasting were to be treated as being part

of the same product market.99 The case was subsequently annulled, but it was on

grounds not relating to the finding of the relevant market.100 I believe that not too

much should be read into this finding of the relevant market, since the parties to

the agreement scrutinized in the case did not differentiate between different types

of sports broadcasting, thus the ECJ saw no reason do so either. It is difficult to,

with a reasonable degree of certainty, predict whether the analysis would have the

same outcome in a different context since the ECJ put much emphasis on the

parties definitions. I do however believe that with the present market conditions

                                                       
99 EBU-Eurovision System, O.J. N° L 179/23, July 22, 1993.
100 Metropole Television Case T-528/83.
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sports broadcasting must be seen as the relevant market, most likely divided into a

number of sub-markets.

As previously mentioned in vertical merger situations there are at least two

markets involved. In this case, it is also the market in which the athletic team is

active, which is affected. Usually, the teams that are attractive targets for

acquisitions are highly successful in their specific market. At least when it comes

to the Manchester United case discussed here, there is no doubt that the market

must be the market for football teams. The definition of the relevant geographic

market may pose some problems, since successful football teams are not only

active in their home league, but also in the international competitions. The

relevant market should however, still be regarded mainly as the national football

market, since the national league is still the most important market. This definition

may change if the plans for a EuroSupro League materialize, then it is possible

that the market should be seen as the market for top European football teams.

6.2.2 The Geographic Market

The geographic market has traditionally been easy in these situations; the

broadcasting technology has limited the reach of the broadcasts. In Europe

linguistic reason has made the determination of the geographic market slightly

different from in North America. The language barriers cause more problems in

Europe than in North America; it would probably be possible to see the U.S. and

the English speaking parts of Canada as the same geographic market for sports

broadcasts.

In Europe, the language barriers will make it necessary to define the geographic

market much more narrowly. The language the commentators use will, to a large

extent, define the geographic market. If the commentary is in French it would not

be possible to say that the product could compete on the same terms as English
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commentary on the British market. In most instances, the geographic market has

been the country concerned since the language barriers to a large extent follows

national borders.101 There are a couple of markets where it could be seen as more

doubtful; take for example the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands, in

these countries a large portion of the population speak and are able to understand

English. Networks with English commentators may have a chance to compete on

roughly equal terms. However, even if a substantial number of people in these

countries are able to understand English, many people still do not. The fact that

people are able to understand a language does not necessarily mean that they

would consider it to be good enough to function as a substitute to commentary in

their native language. In Sweden, most people comprehend English, but it is still

likely that most of them are more fluent in Swedish and that they would prefer

Swedish commentators.

Furthermore, there are other facts supporting the national borders as the

geographic market. Consumers in different countries have disparate tastes, at least

outside football broadcasts. Different sports are popular in the different countries,

which makes it necessary to differentiate the content to suit the national

preferences.

Some people may also claim that it is not necessary to understand what the

commentators say in order to appreciate sports on TV. I agree, but only to a certain

extent. It adds a great deal to the whole experience to be able to understand what

the commentators are discussing. Especially if one is unfamiliar with the teams

playing in football game, I see it as very important to be able to get some

additional information from the commentators. Nowadays it is also common that

one will get additional information on other games or events being played at the

same time. For example, in the Eurosport broadcasts from the French Open the

commentators provide information on games being played at the same time on

                                                       
101 I am aware that it is not always the case, as with Belgium where there are two official languages,
and in Ireland and Great Britain the language spoken is English for both countries.
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other courts. If one was unable to understand the language of the commentators it

would be clearly inferior. Apparently, most sports broadcasters see it the same

way, otherwise there would not be as many broadcasts in different languages. For

example, Canal Plus could broadcast in only one language in Scandinavia instead

of the four different they use today. Eurosport could likewise have all their

broadcasts in English, but they offer commentators in a wide variety of languages.

Perhaps even more important than the differing national preferences when it

comes to the different sports, are the players a team features or the athletes a

competition features. In Sweden there is big interest for teams with Swedish

players, that is why, for example, TV 4 can get decent ratings when they show

Scottish Football, since Celtic features two Swedish Internationals. Naturally the

interest is greater in Sweden because of this; the same goes for other countries, if a

team features any players from that country it will be of more interest. It can be

further supported with another example from Sweden, there was virtually no

interest whatsoever for biathlon before Magdalena Forsberg became a star in that

sport. Now virtually every World Cup competition is broadcast live. This further

supports regarding the national markets as separate.102

Other reasons to consider the national markets to be the relevant geographic

market is that the broadcasting rights are most commonly sold separately for each

country. Although there are some examples of smaller markets like the

Scandinavian market being bundled up into one deal, for example Canal Plus

purchased the broadcasting rights to the Premier League for the entire

Scandinavian market. The multinational companies often differentiate the content

slightly for each state; a good example within sports broadcasting is Eurosport.

They have certain events, which are commentated in different language depending

on in which country it is broadcast, while some events are broadcast in English.

The content is also slightly different in different regions, for example during the

                                                       
102 What many people seem to misunderstand is that it is possible for a broadcaster to be a
multinational conglomerate, but still when the relevant geographic market is to be ascertained it
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French Open 2001, the Eurosport UK viewers got to watch Greg Rusedski’s103

first round game, while the Eurosport Nordic viewers got to follow Thomas

Johansson’s104 first round game.105

6.2.3 Relevant Market Summary

In order to summarize the relevant market would be sports broadcasting, but often

it needs to be further divided into submarkets such as football broadcasting and

perhaps other popular sports within each geographic area. There is also the market

for the club purchased, which must be regarded as the other relevant market. This

is part of what makes vertical merger cases quite complex, since the effects that

must be analyzed are on more than one market. The geographic market must, at

least at present, in most cases be divided by country. The language barriers should

also not be underestimated, so there is a distinct possibility that at least from a

European perspective the geographic market will be limited by those barriers. The

fact that the content also needs to be differentiated between the different countries

lends further support to my conclusion.

6.3 The Vertical Integration Issue

6.3.1 Introduction

This part will first briefly describe vertical integration in general, explaining why

vertical mergers are not very often challenged by the Commission. Following that

I will analyze the specific considerations which would determine whether or not

sports and media integration should be treated (a) as any other transaction; (b) less

                                                                                                                                                                  
can be within one country’s border.
103 English tennis player.
104 Swedish tennis player.
105 Eurosport Nordic Live, 29 May 2001.
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harsh than other transactions or; (c) scrutinized even more closely than other

transactions.

6.3.2 General Observations

Generally speaking there are not in that many instances that a competition

authority has found that mere vertical integration is enough to make a merger

incompatible with merger control rules. For this to be the case, the market

situation needs to be a bit out of the ordinary. The Commission has in one rather

recent decision found that an acquisition was in violation of the concentration

directive because it vertically integrated a prior step in the production process. The

decision was Skanska/Scancem,106 where the construction company Skanska

acquired a majority of the shares in Scancem, the dominant cement and building

material producer in Sweden. Skanska were involved in a battle for control over

Scancem, against Aker a Norwegian construction company. Scancem had a market

share of over 90 percent on the Swedish market for cement, and it was the only

indigenous cement producer in Sweden. The Commission was opposed to the

acquisition and consequently prohibited the acquisition, forcing Skanska to sell

their shares in Scancem.107 The Commission concluded that if the acquisition was

allowed Scancem’s position on the Swedish market would be further strengthened.

The basis of this conclusion was that Skanska would lose any incentive to start a

competing cement production business and they would not import cement.

Skanska would also be in a position to exercise control over their competitors,

who all were customers of Scancem, by either refusing to deliver or offering

unfavorable terms.108

                                                       
106 O.J. L183/10 1999.
107 Skanska actually were minority owners in Scancem and then decided to gain full control of the
company and thus acquired more stock. Skanska apparently believed that they did not need to
report this acquisition, but when prompted to do so by the Commission they finally did. The
Commission subsequently ordered Skanska to sell all of their stock in Scancem, leaving them with
less influence over Scancem than before the transaction
108 Supra footnote 106.
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This was however a case were the market share of Scancem, the integrated

company was quite high and in addition to this the acquirer Skanska was the

biggest firm in the construction market in Sweden. The Commission has looked

into vertical integration on a couple of other instances too, among them are a

couple of cases in the foreign package holiday industry, but otherwise this is an

area that is generally overlooked.

6.3.3 Specific Considerations

Vertical integration is, as can be concluded from the information provided so far,

usually not of major concern to competition authorities. Since the sports industry

have been granted several exceptions from the competition laws in other areas,

one might believe that there is no need to scrutinize instances of vertical

integration in the sports industry. The sports industry have been treated less harsh

in consideration of the special needs of the world of sports, so why should vertical

integration that is not enforced in that many other instances be seen as having anti-

competitive implications here. I do however, for reasons I am about to explain,

suggest that there are special considerations when it comes to the integration

between media and sports supporting serious scrutiny of such transactions.

In order to make the analysis more tangible, and hopefully easier to follow, I will

occasionally use the attempted acquisition of Manchester United by BSkyB as an

example. The facts of the specific case are set out in more detail supra under 4.6.

The main reason for concern when it comes to vertical integration is the issue of

foreclosure. The anti-competitive effects do not necessarily have to occur in the

sports broadcasting market, but as I already clarified, effects can also occur in the

market the integrated business was active on. In the Manchester United case, that

would be Premier League football. The danger is that the concentration of market
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power in a single broadcaster may not only lead to dominance in the sports

broadcasting market; the broadcaster may also get the power to dictate the terms

for an entire sport as well.

The transaction would, if left unchecked, have put Manchester United, the top

club in the Premier League and arguably the most popular club in the world, under

the control of BSkyB. The anti-competitive implications from this deal could be

regarded as vast. If the deal would not have been stopped by the MMC (or the

Premier League with their ten per cent rule, limiting corporate ownership of the

clubs) I see four different scenarios that could develop, if a dominant broadcaster

acquires an athletic team. The scenarios are, (1) that the collective sales

arrangement of broadcasting rights for the Premier League would continue and no

additional mergers between media companies and clubs would occur; (2) the

collective sales arrangement would continue but at least one merger between

another media company and a team would occur; (3) the broadcasting rights

would be sold individually and no more mergers would occur; (4) the broadcasting

rights would be sold individually and at least one more team and media company

would merge. All of these are possible scenarios if the transaction would have

gone ahead. I will first analyze the barriers to entry into the sports broadcasting

sector, then I will go on to analyze the football market and continuing with the

pay-per-view problems and some fan aspects. When that more general analysis is

completed, I will look at what the effects would be in the four different scenarios

to ascertain whether this transaction would have had anti-competitive effects

serious enough to stop it. Much of the reasoning will be applicable on similar

situations in other EU countries, there may be some different power structures

both in sports and in media but the same reasoning is still applicable.

In order to enter the market for sports broadcasting it would be necessary to have

access to ample capital resources, because of the various barriers to entry into this

market. If the transaction would have gone forth, the barriers to entry would have

been even higher, almost certainly forcing a potential entrant to enter the market
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on multiple levels.

First, to be able to broadcast at all one would either need access to a terrestrial

channel or to satellite broadcasting capabilities. The terrestrial option is unlikely

to say the least, since in almost all industrialized countries all the frequencies are

already taken. That leaves the satellite broadcasting option, it would not be

necessary to purchase a whole satellite, only to rent transponder space on a

satellite capable of broadcasting in this case to the whole British market which

would be quite expensive. Since the market concerned here is sports broadcasting,

and we are talking about satellite technology, it would most likely be a pay-TV

channel.

In order to have a pay-TV channel; one needs to have access to the encryption

technology compatible with the satellite broadcasts. The encryption technology

will stop those who do not subscribe from watching the broadcasts. Set-top boxes

would also be needed. Gaining access to the set-top box system or systems in

place may prove difficult since channel space is limited. If that attempt is

unsuccessful, the company have to sell or rent new set-top boxes to the customers.

Not only does that require more financial resources to get the set-top boxes, but it

will also make it more difficult to enter the market, since customers who already

have one system are unlikely to change unless the new system is clearly superior.

The first mover advantage is quite substantial in such a market, contributing to the

barriers of entry.

Similar effects as the first mover advantage, can be found from so called tipping

effects; that is when one company obtains a market position where they have a

substantially larger market share than their competitors. This position can then in

itself enable them to attract additional customers. In the broadcasting industry it

will work the way that once a broadcaster becomes sufficiently dominant,

consumers will move towards the dominant company. This is because the

customers do not want to risk being stuck with a set-top box, or other equipment,
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which may become useless if the company fails. Therefore, they will decide to go

to the dominant broadcaster, since they believe the already dominant company has

the better chance of survival then the new entrant.

There is a similar effect once a pay-TV station attracts more subscribers than the

competitors. The company can then afford to buy more and better content,

similarly they can offer broader programming packages, which makes the cable

companies more likely to carry their channels. This raises the barriers to entry in

two ways. First, it makes it harder for new entrants to gain access to the cable

companies. Second, it makes it more difficult for the new entrant to come into

control of the broadcasting rights, both because the market leader can afford to

buy the best broadcasting rights but also, since if the cable companies do not wish

to carry your channel, not that many people will be able to watch it. That makes it

less attractive to sell broadcasting rights to the new entrant as well, since the

sellers prefer to sell sports broadcasting rights to channels that people are actually

able to gain access to. Once a market has tipped in favor of one company, it is very

likely that company will dominate the market for quite some time.

Getting back to the barriers to entry onto the pay-TV market, it would also be

necessary to set up a subscription management system to handle the subscribers. A

not insignificant amount of the costs involved in this entry, are so called sunk

costs, that is costs that cannot be retrieved if the attempt to enter the market fails.

The more sunk costs that can be expected the less likely entry into the market by

potential competitors are. A market where there are no barriers to entry, and all the

costs connected to entry into the market are reversible upon exit, is said to be a

contestable market. The media market in general, and specifically the sports

broadcasting market, is almost as far away as one can come from a contestable

market.

In order to be able to launch a sports channel, it is of course necessary to be in

control of broadcasting rights for sport events. The broadcasting rights could be
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seen as an essential facility, without broadcasting rights it is impossible to launch

a sports channel. In the present scenario, BSkyB has the broadcasting rights for the

Premier League and the Worthington Cup among other things. Their acquisition of

Manchester United, perhaps the most popular team in the Premier League,109

would strengthen their position considerably for the negotiating of a new deal. Not

only would BSkyB have access to inside information about the negotiations, but

they would be guaranteed to at least be able to broadcast all Manchester United

home games, since the clubs can if they wish sell their broadcasting rights

individually. This knowledge would be very discouraging for a competitor

contemplating entry into this market. The effect might very well be a reduction of

competition for the broadcasting rights, since already established competitors may

also feel that there is no point in bidding, or may bid very cautiously since they

feel that the broadcasting rights will be awarded to BSkyB no matter what. This

may lead to less choice for the League, as well as problems in the sports

broadcasting sector since BSkyB enhance their dominance there.

Contemplating that a company is actually able to acquire some attractive

broadcasting rights for sports, other than the Premier League rights, that would

still not be enough to compete on equal terms with BSkyB. In order to be able to

compete efficiently the new entrant into the market does not only have to have

high quality sports content, but also be able to offer a complete entertainment

package. BSkyB also offers premium movie channels; they provide content for

these channels from News Corp.’s own movie and TV-production companies. This

is where the aspect of the global media conglomerates and the market

concentration in the media industry is important. The huge media conglomerates

have enormous programming leverage, which together with their financial

strength makes it easier for them to dominate. The fact that there is an apparent

trend towards concentration in the media industry as a whole, see supra chapter 2,

is reason to be cautious. As soon as some big companies start integrating a new

                                                       
109 What other Premier League team does for example have a fan club with 8000 members in Kuala
Lumpur, see Alderson Andrew et al., Murdoch's Red Card, Sunday Telegraph, Apr. 11, 1999, at 21.
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sector, the competitors may try to follow because of fear that they will be left out.

The fact that the media conglomerates are truly global entities makes it necessary

to look at their worldwide market position and assets. National competition

authorities tend to overlook this aspect focusing too narrowly on the national

market. I suggest that the leverage power that the big media conglomerates have

should be given more attention when evaluating these structures.

The ability to offer a complete package is not only important to be able to get

subscribers to the channels, but more importantly to get cable networks to carry

their programming. The cable capacity for analog signals is limited, and in many

instances, it is almost filled. In order to be certain to get cable companies to carry

their programming it is best to gain control over a couple of cable networks.

BSkyB has of course done this; the second biggest shareholder in News Corp. is

John Malone, the owner of the Liberty Media Group. Malone, also known as the

king of cable, has substantial holdings in the area of cable networks and it would

of course be favorable for him if News Corp. were successful. It is also very

important to get wide circulation of the channels in order to attract a large

subscription base. Without a large subscription base it will be even more difficult

acquire broadcasting rights, since the sellers would be unwilling to sell

broadcasting rights to a channel without any subscribers.

6.4 The Effects on Sports

I will now get into the analysis of the possible effects on the sport as such, mainly

the analysis will be regarding football, but the reasoning applies to other sports as

well.110 If one of the dominant clubs, in this case Manchester United, is acquired

by a media conglomerate, other teams will feel the pressure to follow in the same

direction. This was clearly seen in the Premier League after the announcement of

                                                       
110 Of course the analysis will be slightly different depending on the specific sport. Individual
sports are quite different, and the analysis is not really applicable to the individual sports.
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the BSkyB/United transaction, at least three other Premier League clubs were

shortly thereafter involved in negotiations with other media companies about the

possibility for the media companies to acquire stock in the clubs. This

development could have serious implications for the sport. The teams that were

involved in this kind of negotiations were all established Premier League clubs

with a strong following among fans. The apparent risk is that the smaller clubs

will be left out, either no media company will acquire them or the same media

company may come into control of more than one team. Both these scenarios

would pose serious threats to the sport of football.

If only the best clubs would be acquired would put these clubs at an advantage

compared to the other teams; they would get access to more media exposure and

possible more financial assets. The acquired teams games would probably appear

on some form of pay-TV or pay-per-view television, the smaller teams would then

not get any share of the broadcasting revenues, as they do when broadcasting

rights are sold collectively. The teams that have been acquired would have an even

greater competitive advantage, the consequences of which are difficult to grasp.

One possible consequence could be that all the teams in a sense lose. The weaker

teams would become even weaker, while the already strong teams would become

even stronger. This would seriously impede competition, it could be devastating

for football since the teams depend on each other. The game, which is what is

sold, is the result of the joint yet adversarial efforts of the two teams. The teams all

strive to win, but each teams increased efforts lead to an increase in overall

competition, which would lead to more excitement and better games. That would

then lead to more people repeating their purchase, either attending the games at

the arena or watching on TV. If some teams get to dominant, it would destroy the

collaborative effort, the weaker teams would be unable to truly compete, and thus

interest would most likely go down. This development leaves football at a cross

roads, either the top clubs decide to put a stop to this development in order to

protect the sport, or take the step full out and form some sort of European Super
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League111 modeled after the American professional leagues.

If this was a normal industry, this would not pose a problem since the club had

reached this position based on the fact that they have managed to get additional

resources because they were successful at what they were doing. However, in the

context of sports it is important to remember that competition is not merely a

means to an end as it is for other industries, but for sports, competition is the

actual end itself.

The football teams are not like competitors in a regular industry, in football the

teams are competitors but at same time they are dependent on the efforts of the

competitor for continued interest in the sport. If there is no competition in the

sport, that would mean the outcome can be ascertained beforehand. The

uncertainty regarding the outcome is a big part of the thrill and excitement that

people are after, so the consequences of one team gaining to much of a

competitive advantage could be much more severe than in other industries. The

smaller teams would be in situation where they would not be competing on a level

playing field. The problems for the smaller clubs have been respected by the

Commission, when it has accepted the collective sales of broadcasting rights and

the new transfer rules. Thus, it is possible that the Commission would consider the

needs of the smaller clubs in an evaluation of the anti-competitive hazards of

vertical integration. The smaller team may also find themselves in a position

where they feel pressured into signing an unfavorable pay-per-view agreement

with one of the big media conglomerates, otherwise they may end up without

media coverage, which would only further weaken their market position.

If one media company acquires more than one team, they can at least in theory

influence the outcome. Perhaps they would not be able to tell the players what the

result should be, but through the allocation of resources (among those resources

                                                       
111 Perhaps in the form of the EuroSupro League, see also infra note 112.
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would the players be) they can certainly affect a teams ability to be successful.

Direct orders to lose a game may also occur, it happens quite frequently in

Formula One and other motor sports where the team may give an order to their

second driver to let their top driver pass him in order to improve the top drivers

chances of winning the whole championship. This goes against the whole concept

of sports, and it would be devastating for football if such a development were to

be allowed. Not only that, but the media company would also further strengthen

their position in sports broadcasting since they would have increased control over

the sports content market.

An additional concern is that a media conglomerate will also use their ownership

of an athletic team to block access for their competitors to the star players on the

teams they control. Once again take the Manchester United deal, News Corp. not

only owns BSkyB but also controls several newspapers, magazines and other TV-

channels. They could easily use their ownership of Manchester United to stop the

players from doing any interviews with competing newspapers and magazines.

This could benefit both the media conglomerate and the sports team, since the

media conglomerate acquired a highly successful team there is enormous interest

in getting additional information about the team. If they were the only ones to

have access to the players, people would be forced to purchase one of their

magazines in order to get access to additional information on the players. In the

same way the increased media attention may also benefit the team.

6.5 Pay-Per-View Television

The acquisition of sports teams by media companies may furthermore lead to a

faster emergence of pay-per-view television; It is not quite clear whether pay-per-

view would lead to increased or decreased competition. There are some rather

apparent anti-competitive dangers connected to pay-per-view television. There is a

risk that consumers by purchasing a set-top box, which is needed for pay-per-view
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access, will be locked to one provider. If that provider is dominant they will also

have a competitive advantage when negotiating with clubs for broadcasting rights,

since the more people that are able to watch the games the more the broadcasting

rights are worth. The teams also do no want to sell to a broadcaster that is not

widely distributed, since it would not only bring less money but it would also give

the team less media coverage. There is also the danger that weaker teams will be

unable to find any broadcaster willing to show their games on pay-per-view since

the ratings would be to low to be profitable.

That the weaker teams’ games would not be broadcast should not be a problem if

one would see sports as any other industry. The reason that the games would not

be available would be that there was obviously not enough demand for the weaker

teams’ games to be able to show them on pay-per-view. From a strictly economical

perspective, the weaker teams should not be able to partake in the revenues from

the broadcasting rights since the weaker teams are not the ones that attract

viewers. Such a development may however be harmful for the better teams too;

there are not enough top teams to have entire leagues consisting of only top level

clubs, so in order to fill out the leagues it is important to have enough teams.112 If

the weaker teams lose too much money, it is possible that they will be unable to

continue which would effect the entire league. If such occurrences were to become

common it might also endanger the youth teams, which often provide many of the

players for the top teams. Therefore, in considering the special situation for sports

where having competitive teams is immensely important to the sport as a whole

the pay-per-view system does pose a threat. There are however positive aspects to

pay-per-view television too; it enables television viewers a wider selection of

events. Furthermore, one only pays for the events one actually is interested in.

Both the arguments in favor and against pay-per-view television have some merit;

I do not believe that pay-per-view television can be stopped, nor do I believe that

                                                       
112 If the EuroSupro League does ever become reality, there may however be a league consisting of
only the top teams from the biggest European leagues. Both Berlusconi and Murdoch has been
some of the stronger supporters of the idea of a EuroSupro League.
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it will be that detrimental if implemented in a well-functioning market which will

allow for some redistribution of the revenues to the smaller clubs.

The problem with many of the sports broadcasting markets is that there are only

one or two broadcasters that have all the resources necessary to provide pay-per-

view access. At present only BSkyB has the capability to provide pay-per-view

television on the British market; if the acquisition of Manchester United would

have come through it would have allowed BSkyB to dictate the terms on the pay-

per-view market, both in the negotiations with the League (or the individual clubs)

as well as in the relationship with the customers. The fact that a dominant

broadcaster through such an acquisition can put itself in the position to impose the

terms it wishes in the implementation of pay-per-view could have serious anti-

competitive effects.

6.6 The Four Scenarios

In the first scenario the collective sales of broadcasting rights would continue and

no more mergers between media companies and football teams would occur.

Keeping the market situation for BSkyB and Manchester United in mind, there are

severe anti-competitive implications if this would happen. BSkyB would gain

access to information about the negotiations for the Premier League broadcasting

rights and other existing agreements, which would be unavailable to all their

competitors. The positions of BSkyB as the present holder of the broadcasting

rights for the Premier League would also give them a competitive advantage, since

they already have all the resources necessary to broadcast and distribute the

football games. The fact that all the competitors would be aware BSkyB’s

favorable position would also lead to more cautious bidding from them, or

perhaps no bids at all. The effect would be less competition for the broadcasting

rights and a substantially strengthened position for BSkyB. On the club level,

Manchester United would be able to benefit from having strong owners backing
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them. This would not make them unique, however the additional advantage that

would come from the owner being the dominant broadcaster is that Manchester

United could receive extra media attention on the expense of the other clubs.

The second situation would be that the collective sales arrangement remained in

place, but at least one additional merger would occur. This would create an odd

situation in the market for broadcasting rights for the Premier League. It is

unlikely that any media company in control of a team would accept that another

company would have the rights to broadcast their team’s games. All the

companies in control of a team would also have inside information on the

negotiations for broadcasting rights, which would make it difficult to have

organized negotiations. This would either require some sort of agreement among

the broadcasters to divide the games among themselves, which would be

susceptible to challenges under article 81 of the EC Treaty. The other alternative is

that the pay-per-view technology is forced upon the market, and each company

gets the rights for their own team. The weaker teams, which have not been

acquired would be the losers. It would lead to increased inequality between the

wealthy top clubs and the weaker teams. It would not be beneficial for the sport as

a whole since all the teams are depending on each other in order to have a

competitive league.

The third scenario would be that the clubs sold the game on an individual basis

and no further mergers between broadcasters and clubs would occur. The problem

with the sales of the broadcasting rights would be that BSkyB would be

guaranteed to have the rights to the home games of Manchester United. Since this

scenario contemplates no further mergers it would give BSkyB an immense

advantage compared to their competitors. They would have access to the team

with perhaps the most valuable broadcasting rights from the beginning. It would

make the other competitors wary, they would think twice to enter the market since

they know that BSkyB already have the Manchester United broadcasting rights, as

well as the technology for pay-per-view and a the resources necessary to offer a
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complete entertainment package. The effects on the football market would also be

quite disturbing. The top clubs would not have any problems to sign individual

deals for the broadcasting rights, the weaker teams would however find it difficult

to sign a favorable contract. It would increase the inequalities between the clubs

and lead to a less competitive environment for the clubs. The top clubs would

grow even stronger, and the weak team would have an even harder time to

compete.

The fourth scenario contemplates that the broadcasting rights would be sold

individually and at least one other merger between a broadcaster and a club would

occur. The anti-competitive implications on the sports broadcasting market are

less clear here. Other media companies would find themselves in a similar

situation as BSkyB, they would be guaranteed the broadcasting rights of at least

the club they control. Although, no other company is as powerful as BSkyB is in

the sports broadcasting sector since BSkyB already has a large subscription base, a

full entertainment package and is the only broadcaster with the ability to offer pay-

per-view. This scenario would still be the one with the least anti-competitive

implications on the sports broadcasting sector, since it would enable other media

companies to also compete with BSkyB on at least roughly equal terms, even if

BSkyB still has the advantage. The major cause of concern under this scenario is

instead the effects on the football market; if several teams were to become allied

with media companies it would leave the remaining teams in quite a conundrum.

There are not enough media companies interested in acquiring teams so that each

team can be acquired by a different company. That would mean that either the

same company will own several teams or some teams will be independent. Neither

option is a good one for football. The first situation would mean that a company

would be able to control several teams, thus being able to influence the outcome

of games or perhaps even the entire league. That would be contrary to the heart

and soul of football, and most other sports too. It would threaten to turn football

into some sort of exhibition, where the outcome could be decided beforehand. Of

course, this would not be a favorable development for football, however the other
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situation is not a pleasant one either. That would mean that some team were

unable to find media companies to be acquired by, leaving them at a competitive

disadvantage, with increased inequality as one effect. I have discussed the other

possible effects on several occasions supra.

Interestingly enough, the scenario which would produce the least anti-competitive

effects on the sports broadcasting market is also the alternative that would cause

the most damage to football. It seems as if it is virtually impossible to protect the

sport at the same time as trying to get the sports broadcasting market to function in

a competitive fashion. It is connected to the fact that the aim of sports is not the

same as for other industries. In sports competition is the end itself, without it the

sport will not survive. In other industries it would not cause a problem if a

competitor dominates based on superior skill and business acumen. In football it

would be undesirable since the weaker competitors, on which the stronger ones

depend on for continuing competition within football would be severely damaged.

This would be negative for the weaker teams and the fans as well as the top teams.

6.7 The Fan Aspect

6.7.1 Introduction

The fan aspect of media and sports transaction should also not be belittled. Many

fans take sports very seriously, the strongest opponents to the deal between

Manchester United BSkyB, apart from the MMC, were actually the Manchester

United fans. Many of them took the position that allowing BSkyB to acquire

Manchester United would be like selling the heart and soul of the club. The fans

are quite different from customers in other industries. The fans are not in the same

fashion as consumers in a regular market place, free to choose which team to

support. Once one has started supporting one team it is not as in other markets

were one can evaluate the different products/teams to decide whether it would be
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wise to switch. Fans do not generally evaluate the teams performance, ticket prices

and other such things to ascertain whether it would be best to start supporting a

different team. Most fans stick with their team even if the team starts playing bad,

and ticket prices increase.113 That makes the fans extremely vulnerable since they

cannot switch team even if it would be the economically speaking wise thing to

do. Most fans can accept paying substantial amounts of money if they know it

benefits the team, however most of them would not feel the same way if the

profits went to a corporation controlling the team. In this way, it can be said that

the teams have a certain responsibility to not sell out their soul. This should be

taken into consideration by the authority evaluating such transactions, if a team is

not willing to take the responsibility the authorities must take into consideration

whether the development threatens to cause as much harm as to make it necessary

to intervene.

6.7.2 Televised Sports, a Human Right?

There is some basis for the argument that being able to watch televised sports is a

right that cannot be restricted as companies see fit. The strength of this argument

is primarily drawn from the directive, television without frontiers, which gives

each Member State some possibilities to protect certain important sport events.

Traditional economical analysis does not support that some televised sports should

be freely available to everyone. For something to be available for free to people it

is from an economical view often founded upon one of the following; (1) it is a

merit good, (2) it is collective utility or (3) there is a free-rider problem.114

                                                       
113 Although once a team becomes successful, there will be an effect similar to the tipping effect.
Some people will take the chance to jump the band wagon and start supporting a winning team.
114 Begg, Economics, p.281, 1994. Health care and education are common examples of merit good,
usually it is said that it is supposed to be something which everyone needs access to. Even I being
quite interested in sports, would have a difficult time arguing that sport is as important as health
care or education. Collective utilities are the kinds of things that can be used by one person without
it at the same time impedes other people’s possibilities do use it. The classic example is a nation’s
defense; everyone within the nation’s border will benefit from the defense. When it comes to sports
no person’s consumption of the sports broadcasts impedes others possibilities to consume, however
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Although sports does not fall under any of the traditional criteria for being seen as

a public interest, there are still some other arguments to back the view that certain

sports broadcasts should be seen as a public interest. One is that, in most European

countries the government subsidizes the sports sector. Many lower level clubs and

youth sports receive tax money in order to be able to continue with their

enterprises. Even professional sports receive government assistance, for example

big arenas are often subsidized by the government through tax money.

Additionally the government does not bill the clubs for the police protection

during high risk games; the police presence enables the clubs minimize the

amount of security staff assigned to the games. This lends some support to the

proposition that important games should be made available on free-to-air

terrestrial television since society and the people living in it have already

indirectly paid for the broadcasting rights through tax money. I am myself rather

reluctant to accept this line of reasoning. I see it as the duty of the police to at least

be present outside an arena if they feel it is a high risk game just as it is their duty

to be present if they consider any other event to be a danger. The arenas may have

been paid for by the government so far I agree, and if the teams were to play at the

arena for free the argument that some broadcasts ought to be available for free

would have some bearing. Now that is not the case, teams pay rent to play at the

arenas so the argument that some broadcasts should be free has no real credibility.

I feel that the ownership right of the broadcasting rights must be respected for

what they are; it is the property of the home team and cannot be expropriated

based on such weak arguments.

                                                                                                                                                                  
it is possible to distinguish who is entitled to watch, and thus it is not possible to see sports
broadcasts as collective utilities. The free rider problem is the possibility for people to consume the
product without paying for it; the defense is also a good example here. It is not possible to have a
defense only protecting the people paying for it, that is why everyone to pay for it through taxes.
As for sports broadcasts the free rider problem is not that big, especially since new technology has
emerged which makes it possible to deny access to those not paying.
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6.7.3 Summary of Fan Aspects

There is some support for making sports available to everyone, and giving specific

consideration to the fans special situation. Some people still claim that the fans

should be given more attention, and that they will be the big losers if sports are

further commercialized through the integration in to media conglomerates and the

emergence of pay-per-view. It may be partially true; many fans may not be able to

afford to pay to watch all the games that are made available through this

development. This does however not necessarily mean that they have lost

something. Going back just a couple of years not as much sports was available on

TV. If this development were not allowed, there would perhaps not be as much

televised sports available. I do however not believe that it is necessary for the

media conglomerates to integrate sports teams in order to provide content for pay-

per-view television. Even if the media conglomerates did not integrate sports

teams, it would still be possible to provide pay-per-view programming, but the

power of the media companies would be diminished. The sports broadcasting

market would most certainly be more competitive if integration was not allowed,

and the world of sports would also benefit from it.

6.8 Possible Solutions

I have throughout the analysis pointed at many of the anti-competitive

implications of media ownership of sports teams. I would also like to provide

some information and ideas on how to remedy these problems, in order to have

provided full coverage of this complicated issue. One possible approach is the

American approach. The leagues there have several rules, which protect

competition within the leagues. Similar rules within European football leagues

would however meet with several problems. Salary caps and no relegation would

be possible to implement, however the most important part of the rules, the

drafting system, would be virtually impossible to implement within the European
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Union. In part it is because a drafting system would severely limit freedom of

movement and would thus be irreconcilable with the Bosman case. Even if an

exception was to be allowed, it would be extremely difficult to organize such a

system for the sport of football since there are so many European leagues

competing for the players. Consequently the American system, while successful

for the American circumstances it would not be easily adapted to the situation in

Europe.

Other possible solutions would be legislative actions to limit corporate ownership

of sports teams, I do not think that an outright prohibition is desirable. Each

situation should be evaluated independently, not all occurrences of media

ownership of sports team are necessarily harmful. A better way to approach the

situation would be the Italian legislative initiative limiting the amount of

broadcasting rights one broadcasting company can own. This would significantly

limit the anti-competitive harms from media control over sports teams. It is

however, by itself not enough. The problems with pay-per-view, when that

technology emerges, could still cause serious problems on both the sports

broadcasting market and the market for football teams. In Italy, it is so far

sufficient since the Italian pay-TV market is so underdeveloped. This is by no

means all the possible solutions to this problem, however I feel that it is important

to discuss some of the possible solutions to get as complete coverage as possible.
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7. Concluding Remarks

The paper has made it clear that competition law does apply to sports, however

not without exceptions. The exceptions do however focus on protecting the

characteristics of sports. For football, which is the sport that primarily has been

covered, the vertical integration could prove to be very harmful. It would go in

line with the strategy to protect the specific characteristics of football to evaluate

these transactions critically, to make sure that not unnecessary anti-competitive

harms will be caused to the sports broadcasting market, the football teams and

also the fans.

I do not propose that all instances of vertical integration between media

conglomerates and sports teams should be outright prohibited. I do however claim

that it is necessary to be cautious with allowing such integration. The potential for

harming sports in general, and especially football, is clear, as I have suggested in

my analysis. It is particularly important to be cautious when the integration

attempt is sought by a dominant media company, and even more reason for

concern is added because of the emerging pattern of increased concentration in the

media industry. It is alarming that once a company starts integrating, the others are

likely to follow, which can be seen from the mergermania that has plagued the

media industry. Therefore, I believe that it is necessary to be harsh in evaluating

these attempts, so that one can protect football and other sports from becoming

entirely controlled by the media.

The Commission has, on numerous occasions, recognized that football is in need

of exceptions in order for it to survive as a sport. That would lend support to the

Commission recognizing the danger of letting media conglomerates integrate

sports teams. The additional fact that the media sector is getting increasingly

concentrated would further strengthen a harsh attitude concerning vertical

integration in that sector. The media sector in general, and broadcasting

specifically also displays a variety of barriers to entry, which would be even harder
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to overcome if a multi-level market entry would be required.

It is clear that not all instances of integration between the media industry and the

sports industry necessarily warrants a prohibition. In order to ascertain whether the

structure should be allowed the power of the media company as well as the power

of the team needs to be evaluated. It is hard to believe that a profit maximizing

media conglomerate would acquire a sports team for their love of sports. It is more

likely that they have recognized the possibility to take advantage of the sports, the

team and the fans. In as far as the potential damage to the sport as such cannot be

remedied, I feel that it is unwise to let such integration go forth. The Commission

has been reasonable in seeing that football needs to be protected for it to maintain

its position as a sport and not become like any other industry. Thus, it is not

impossible that they would be harsh on this kind of integration in order to protect

the sport.

As I showed through the analysis of the BSkyB attempt to acquire Manchester

United, each of the possible developments in the British market would entail some

rather serious anti-competitive implications: Similar problems could occur in

other instances of vertical integration between the media industry and a athletic

team, of course it all depends on the power structures within the markets

concerned. The characteristics of football, and other team sports, that the teams

depend on the collaborative but at the same time adversarial efforts is in need of

protection in order for the game to also in the future be decided by the round ball

on a level playing field, instead the square box ruling football.
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